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"Women Of All Nations"
Answer The Call On Health Care Issues
hyAllene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG -

communities and women of
different ethnicities to come

heart attacks and more.
Outreach
initiatives

Women from all walks of life

through the American Cancer

2nd Annual ‘Women of All

together and work to make a
difference in all areas of their
lives. Age was not an issue at
the forum. Regardless of their
age, attendees felt they were

Nations’Breast and Cervical
Health Forum held at Bayfront

taking an important step in
learning more about research,

were able to drive the message
home. Women are taking more

Hospital’s Sheen Conference
CenteronSaturday, June 30th,

education, screening and treatment dealing with health

aggressive approaches to seriously incorporating healthy

2001. This forum provided a

issues of women.

hurriedly responded to the call
put forth by the American
Cancer Society to attend their

No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

6 MONTHS SAME Ag CAgH!

and routine doctor visits. These
steps will definitely result in

find out more about what they

betes, Cholesterol, Blood Pres-

living much healthier, happier

could do NOW, to prevent,
and hopefully eradicate, lifethreatening diseases.

sure, Breast and Cervical Cancer, Neighborly Senior Services, Hospice care, health

lives with hope to live a much
longer one. For every step
taken towards preventive

health
care
providers, stress related issues,

health care, it will ultimately

This year’s forum demon. strated that it is possible for

providers, have dedicated
themselves and are working .

habits of nutrition, exercise

great networking experience . . Some of the topics covered
'as well as an opportunity to included Bone Marrow, Dia-

A Credit Plan For You!

Society, Pinellas Chapter, were
successful again this year and
through the continuedefforts
of all involved, facilitators

insurance,

much smoother.
The American Cancer
Society, along with local doc
tors, phaimaceutical compa
nies and long-term health care

continuously to make a differ
ence in the quality of care and
treatment we receive, with
advocacy of this magnitude,
we look forward to barriers
being broken and broadening
awareness throu£h exceptional
education and resources for all
women.

Please see pg. 4
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Mayor Baker Joins Local Housing
Leaders To Celebrate Historic
Village At Jordan Park----------- —

Former
NAACP
Giant Passes
At 73----------

JULY 5- JULY 11, 2001

Joan Hammond RecelVes
Child Care License ------.
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Garnelle Jenkins
ST PETERSBURG Garnelle Jenkins, former educator and leader of the St
Petersburg branch of . the

years, passed last weekend

ST. PETERSBURG -In

senior residents. Renovation of

Si.

Housing

homes will complete Phase I

an effort to revitalize Jordan
Park while maintaining its his-

the nine craftsmen style homes
containing 31 apartments is the

Authority (SPHA) from the
U.S Department of Housing

of the Jordan Park development

toric integrity. Mayor Rick

Baker and local housing leadeis celebrated the new rehabil-

first step in the overall transformation of the Jordan Park
neighborhood thanks to a $27

(HUD). In addition, new con.
stmctionof206 one, two, three

itation of rental cottages for

million Hope VI grant to the

and

Petersburg

Urban

Development

and four-bedroom apartment

Built between 1939 and

1942, Jordan Park is located on
25 acres on the south side of St., -

Children------------------------------------

L-R: Lorena Jiminez, Celena walton, Charlie Crist, RodneyRaddy and Mauricio Molina
loca! Take Stock scholars.
‘ ty. There ate many more
"Take Stock works. It -is.» promising students in Florida
that simple," Gadd^ ? said. • who need help to finish high

ceremony attended by Flonda
Power Vice President of
Administration
Rodney

Stock in Children-bringing the

Gaddy,

company's total donations to
more than $1.6 million. The

Commissioner Charlie Crist
Take Stock in Children Presi-

Take Stock in Children is an*
example of our strong belief im

.contribution was presorted at a

dent Dr. Don Pemberton and

commitment to the 'comrfiuni-

Florida Education

Jenkins was 73 years old.

Mrs. Jenkins was at the
forefront of the NAACP for
more than 21 years and was in

Hams, but she would like to
give thanks to her mother,
Alberta Baker, for all of,her

|

support and prayers.
She now has a child care
license and is enrolling chil
dren from We ages df infant ter

Joan Jones Hammond
TAMPA - Mrs. Ham-

mond loves working with children. She was surrounded by
children in her youth and has a

son of her own.

13 years of age. Her hours are
Monday through Friday, 24-

Joan was bom in Williston, , . hour service. Florida. She graduated fromt
(Brittany
McAllister,
Hillsborough High School and1 Tampa youth writer)

Please see pg. 2

Please see pg. 6

FL Power Celebrates 10 Years
Of Support Of Take Stock In

JACKSONVILLE
Florida Power recently ^ontributed $200,000 to fake

while attending her daughter’s
graduation from Georgia State
University in Atlanta, GA.

She then went on to get a great
start in a day care facility
owned and operated by Selena

’

I

NAACP for more than 40

began work in the area of deaf
education. From there, she
became a substitute teacher for
the elementary students at St
Paul’s private school.
After leaving St. Paul, Mrs.
Hammond went into the field
of care-taking for the elderly,
becoming, licensed as . an
administrator for Assisted Living and a Dietary Manager,

"Florida Power’s investment in |school and go on to college,

Florida Power believes investing in Take Stock is an excet-

Please see J>g.T

Just How Much Do We Read?
jr/VK.1 ii
by Randall Thomas
In its development despite minority contractors, few
if any minority contractors reaped gains from this project. With its mega movie venue, for the next few years
newly-released movies will be screened there to attract
dollars: movie, shopping, clubs and parking.
Yet, having the mindset of consumers and not producefs as many, if not more, African Americans-will
patronize Bay Walk unconscious of the economic
power of the African-American community. While supporting the outside community, we are not co£nizant of
"to whom we give our money, we also give our power".
In turn, the same doIlars used to support others
could be used to build, develop and support an AfricanAmerican business community/economic base. However, in order to do this, this community must first overcome the mentality Maicplm X best described as the

African Americans?
Many parents,’ especially; single mothers, are
unaware of the issues and concerns raised by Jawanza
Kunjufe in his book "The Conspiracy fo Destroy the
Black Male". In this book he describes in detail how the
school systems are deliberately designed to undermine
the black male's development into manhood. He asserts
the easiest way to brin£ a species jnto extinction .is toeliminate the protector and provider which is the male,
This results in the species becoming defenseless. and
incapable of reproducing
He further expresses, by training afforded to school,
teachers, the black male becomes lost in the shuffle,
because the way teachers are trained, they are subcbnsciously taught to call on students in a particular order
to answer questions.
After askin£ the question, Jawanza contends, ihe

"House Ni£ger" vs. the "Field1 Ni£ger". Because, despite good intentions, a significant number of people
will talk about showing support with no intent of being
supportive,
The major ideology of the established African
Americans is to be content with the status quo. There

teacher will call on a white male, then a white female, a
black female, finally the black male. In his observations, given this order, the teacher more often than hot
has the correct answer before being able to call on the
black male.
Therefore, this cycle starts over with each question,

are no major campai£ns or movements to produce any

Meanwhile, the black male, who anxiously" seeks to display his competency, soon (usually by 3rd £rade) grows
discouraged. And despite his true competency he

thrivin£s in St. Petersburg. The Uhuru movement is too
far to the right for many. Fraternal and community-

based organizations are stuck in the mundane offerih£ becomes targeted for SLD due to cultural misunderholiday functions and activity sponsorship. So as we ' standin£s. T60 often the high level of inteIligence goes

pass the baton to the following £enerations, can we, in
fact, take comfort that we haVe-passed on the essentials
of what contributed to&the thriving and suivivin£ of

unchallenged, and he then becomes labeled as havin£
some learnin£ disability.
Please see pg. 2
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Just HOW WEllCn

Major U.S. Corporations
Inducted Into Billion
Dollar Roundtable----------

Philip Morris Companies Chief Operating Officer william webb (left) and
Kraft Foods Director of Supplier Diversity Sharon Patterson were recently
congratulated by Don McNeely, publisher of Minority Business News U.S.A.
and women's Enterprise Magazine, for their biIlion-dollar commitment to
supplier diversity. Philip Morris Companies spent $1.3 billion with minorityowned and women-owned businesses last year, giving the company one of
the Strongest supplier diversity records in the country.
NEW YORK - Philip

business partnerships with

women-owned suppliers, like

Moms Companies is among

diverse suppliers and initiate

small businesses in general,

10 corporations nationwide

dialogue with inductees on

are often faster, more innova-

recently inducted into the Bil

how to provide greater oppor-

tive and flexible than larger

tunities for diverse suppliers.

lion Dollar Roundtable (BDR)
ment and billion-dollar contri-

of the charter corporations met

companies.
National Minority Supplier Development * Council

butions to minority-and wo-

for midday forums to share

(NMSDC) President Harnett

for their outstanding commit-

Representatives from each

men-owned suppliers. Last

practices, address

common

Michel received the Billion

year, Philip Morris Companies

business issues and challenges,

Dollar Roundtable Pioneer

spent $1.3 billion in purchases

and provide critical insights on

Award for outstanding leader-

from diverse suppliers, giving

sustaining current spending

ship in the field of supplier

the company one of the

levels.

diversity. “I applaud these cor

strongest supplier diversity

‘The partnerships between

porations for convening to cel-

Philip Moms Companies and

ebrate and draw focus on the

Collectively, Philip Moms

minority-and women-owned

need for greater spending with

Companies and the nine other

suppliers is special to us. It is

diverse suppliers,” Michel

charter BDR members, AT&T

based on the company’s need

said.

Corporation, Daimler Chrysler

records in the country.

for high-quality and innovative

Operating in nearly 200

Motor

products from a wide range of

countries, Philip Morris Com-

Company, General Motors

vendors, which is exactly what

panies is the world’s largest

Companies,

our diverse suppliers provide,”

producer and marketer of con-

and

said William webb, Philip

sumer packaged goods. For

Wal-Mart Stores Inc., pur-

chased more than $18 billion
in products and services last
year
from
minority-and

Moms chief operating officer.
Philip Morris’ commitment to supplier diversity dates
back to the early l970s, while

more than 45 years, the com
pany has been giving back to
communities
where
its

women-owned suppliers.

a formal Supplier Diversity

employees live and work. For
more information about Philip

Corporation,

Ford
Inc.,

Verizon

Communications Inc.

Don McNeely, publisher

Program has been in place for

Moms’ programs and philan-

of Minority Business News

more than 20 years. The com

thropy, visit the Company’s

USA and founder of Women’s

pany subscribes to the philoso

web site www.philipmoms.-

Enterprise Magazine, created

phy

that

minority-

and

com.

the BDR to increase corporate

Howard UniVerslty
Names A. Toy CaldwellColbert As ProVost----WASHINGTON, DC -

ble for the University of Illi-

H.

nois's Office ofAcademic Pol-

tation of strategic planning and

Patrick Swygert announced

icy Analysis. Her additional

telecommunications/distance

recently that A. Toy Caldwell-

responsibilities include: sys-

Howard

University's

ductivity initiatives; and facili-

Colbert, Ph.D., associate vice

tem-wide curriculum develop-

learning initiatives.
A board-certified clinical

president for academic affairs

ment and program review;

psychologist, Dr. Caldwell-

at the University of Illinois,

merger and developmental

Colbert earned the bachelor's

will serve as the University's

planning for the university's

degree magrta cum laude in

provost and chief academic

Springfield campus; imple-

psychology from Spelman

officer, effective July 1,2001.
President Swygert made

mentation of the president's

College, and the master’s and

award program and affirma

doctorate degrees in psycholo

the announcement during a

tive action initiatives; coordi-

gy and clinical psychology,

reception when he introduced

nation on institutional results

respectively, from the Univer-

the new provost to members of

reporting and performance

sity of Georgia.

the University community.

measures; processing of per

Dr. Caldwell-Colbert has

sonnel classifications, promo

written more than 20 articles in

As associate vice president for academic affairs, Dr.

tions, tenure and sabbatical

professional journals and is the

CaldwellGolbert is responsi-

leaves; faculty roles and pro

recipient of numerous profes-

sional and civic awards.

"With this faith we will be able to work together, to pray together, to struggle
together, to stand upforfreedom together, knowing that we will befree one day."
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

MID PENINSULA SEAFOOD
MARKETS fttlTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
5t. Petersburg, FL
327- 6309

328- 8509
Mon.Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin'

.WHERE THE LOCALS E3UY

Dinner $10.99
By the Pound $16.99
FRIED - SCAMPI GRILLED

This book reveals the origin of

around a white ball. She also

Here she exclaims that, be-

a number of symbols in soci-

claims that guns, missiles and

cause the black woman is the

ety and their meanings, each

rockets also hold a phallic

mother of civilization, when-

concept having an underlying

symbolism and are representa-

ever white males conquer a

meaning associated to the Afri

tions of power.

black woman sexually, he is, in

analogy as the term's origin.

can-American experience. Ac-

Another point she pre-

fact, conquering the mother of

cording to Dr. Welsing, ciga-

sents discusses the significance

civilization. Hence originates

rettes and cigars are phallic

of melanin present to all the

the term M.F.

symbols of power. She asserts

world's inhabitants, except

Most of the information

cigarettes are smaller as a

those

European

and references remains mas

of 'pure'

reflection of the culture it rep-

descent. Her contention is

sively undiscovered, because

resents, while cigars are large

melanin is a dominant genetic

reading is neither an interest or

The Chisholm*
Mingo Group
Trophy Shell
OverfloWS In 2001

and correspond more so with

component which Europeans

priority. We as African Ameri-

the sexual reference made

lack. Thusly, the genetic poten-

cans are descendants of an oral

about bucks' on the plantation.

tial of the black male threatens

history and information base,

In fact, the larger and

to annihilate the European

yet this adversely affects us as

darker the cigar, the more

race, because only a man of

we strive to exist in a culture

power is suggested. Further-

color can produce a child of

predicated on reading and

more, she asserts the sports

color.

writing. It is for this reason I

represented best by each cul

• In fact, Spain was con-

hope that in our efforts to accu-

YORK - The

and has earned top awards for

ture is also a reference to tes-

quered for more than 700

mulate prosperity we come to

Chisholm-Mingo Group, Inc.

clients such as Census 2000,

ticuiar dominance. Her con-

years by the Moors of Africa.

realize that reading------- ►

(CMG) announced’ recently

Texaco, Denny’s, Seagram,

tentions are that whites are

Durin£ these 700 years of ru-

knowledge

that in 2001, it has been the

Crown Royal, Amtrak and

prone to enjoy the sports

leiship, the Moors mixed with

sources

recipient of more than 25 pres-

which are played with small

the Spaniards to contribute

tigious awards for CMG’s cre

Pontiac, to name a few.
Founded in 1977, The

------- ►
reve
nue ------- ► power. So read-

white balls, while blacks tend

immensely to the pigmenta-

ing ultimately allows for the

ative and strategic develop-

Zhisholm-Mingo

Group

to play with a larger brown

tion clearly visible of anyone

accumulation of all forms of

ment. In addition, CMG was

emains

minority-

ball. She makes a particularly

of Spanish descent.

success.

NEW

100%

recently nominated by Ernst & owned and operated with
Young to be a finalist for 2001

billings in excess of $100 mil-

Entrepreneur

lion.

of the

Year

award.
This year alone, Chisholm

Mingo

received

acclaim

in

being

national
named

Advertising Agency ofthe Year

For more information on
The Chisholm-Mingo Group,

go

to

online

(http://www.chisholmmingo.com).

by Black Enterprise Magazine

U.S. Postal Sendee
Campaign Takes
African-American
Businesses
EveryWhere--------NEW YORK - The U.S.

nationwide.

interesting ' observation

------- ►

re-

She breaks down the term

of

FL Powers
"I am excited Florida

was a key player in creating

Power continues to invest in

the statewide Take Stock pro

lent way to make a difference

with those students."

Over the past 10 years,

Take Stock in Children and

gram and designing its formu-

Florida Power's financial sup-

Florida education," said Com-

la for helping low-income chil-

port has provided more than

missioner Crist, noting that

dren succeed," said Dr. Pem

600 college and vocational

Take Stock is a national model

berton. "Florida Power has

school scholarships for low-

for improving the lives of low-

been a major player in the pro-

income students who may not
have been able to afford col-

income children. "Rodney
Gaddy recognizes Take Stock

gram both statewide and local-

lege without assistance. Addi-

has an extremely successful

tionally, Florida Power has

formula for helping low-

financial

contributed

income children succeed acad-

Power will continue its leader-

and

financial

human resources to help Take

emicaily and in life."

ly ever since."

In addition to committing
support,

Florida

ship on Take Stock's statewide

Stock develop an organiza-

"Take Stock in Children

board of directors and many of

tional infrastructure and an

was bom at Florida Power 10

the local boards of directors

effective mentoring program.

years ago when the company

throughout the state.

recently

‘We are proud of the inte-

launched its first advertising
campaign created by The
Chisholm-Mingo Group,'Inc;

grated advertising campaign

that ChishoIm-Mingo Group
has produced,” said Brett Sav-

the headlines for her protests

desegregation.

(CMG) targeting the African-

age, Manager of Multi-cul-

during the I960 boycott and

American community. The

tured Marketing, specialty

several

that

McRae Funeral Home is in
charge of services. Visitation is

will be held at lOam Friday at
St. Mary Our Lady of Grace
Catholic Church, 515 Fourth

multi-medium campaign con

markets. ‘The campaign iden-

included Webb’s City, the

on Thursday from 3-7pm. The

Street South.

sists of on-line, print and radio

tifies practical business solu-

renaming of 9th Street to Mar-

family will greet friends at

See the Weekly Challenger

advertising.

tions through the mail for

tin Luther King, Jr. Street, dis-

6:30pm, followed by a Rosary

for more coverage on Garnelle

CMG’s radio commercial

Black-owned businesses to

crimination issues and school

service at 7pm. Funeral service

Jenkins.

includes one :30 second and
one :60 second radio spot, both

expand their customer base

Postal

Service

CMG also created an on-

commercial is a conversation

line ad featuring The Black

between a construction com

Heritage Series stamp collec-

pany’s owner and a friend. The

tion with Roy wilkins being

business owner explains to the

the current African-American

friend that USPS offers on-line

icon immortalized on a U.S.

mailing services, allowing him

postage stamp. The stamp

to send letters to new business

series ad, reflecting the image

prospects by simply providing

of the historic March on Wash

one letter and a list of address-

ington, can be found on the

es. The theme communica-

Tom Joyner, Doug Banks and

tions, to business owners, that

CushCity websites.

USPS provides “tools that help
small business.”

racial

issues

READING IS
VITAMINS FOR
THE MIND

Founded in 1977, The
Chisholm-Mingo Group, is a

A small business print ad

100 percent minority-owned

carrying the same theme high-

multi-cultural marketing com-

lights a father and son in busi-

munications

ness together. The son, accord-

agency currently serves over

ing to his father, is responsible

20 clients, among them Gener-

agency.

The

for making the business “tech-

al Motors, Texaco, Target,

savvy”. The print ad, Taking

Denny’s, Royal Caribbean

My Business Virtually Any-

Cruise Lines, Quaker Oats,

where,” will be positioned in

Amtrak and Proctor & Gam

leading

Former NAACP

and retain existing customers.”

“Construction.” The

titled

African-American

Eat Combos During This Season With These Specials!
COMBO #1
3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2
1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda

$3.99

$4.99

Mixed 50# extra - White 50# extra

Add 50# for Bacon

ble.

magazines and newspapers

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON
3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Pretty Feet by

”1I
i
II
PEDICURE
i
MOnday - Wednesday
i
I
i w/coupon • Appointment Necessary I
L
J
r
i

yr.bo OFF"

COMBO #3
1 Little Red Cheeseburger
1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4
1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fri.es • 1 Med. Soda

$2.99

$2.99

Add 50# for Bacon

Cheese 25# extra -11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ADD 50tf for SHAKES on All Combos
Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.

Get The ChiCken of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

Ask for Tony

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

20 years experienCe in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

"lVHFRf YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

<'Joi lire OP'LO^s.i.i.iona^ daxe ^Ijoa. dVeed.

FOR OVER 21 YEARS ygj

M.F. to offer the following

ing presents the Isis Papers.

Chisholm Mingo

(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

...Jumbo Shrimp...
Not necessarily an
oxymoron!

frompg.l

baseball This sport uses a
large brown bat to knock

Dr. Frances Cress-Wels-

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning^

A Man Of The (Tattered) cloth

The Weekly Challenger

by Michael King
Reverend Arthur Allen

Testament of the Bible. Allen teaches his flock to

is directed to beat the child
until Allen determines that

in£s were only to be dren were removed from
administered by hand -no the home of a House off

Officers handcuffed the
pair and removed them

is-the man at the center of a
maelstrom.

remove themselves from
the "outside world”, en-

the punishment is sufficient. Bruises from these

belts or other items. Final- Prayer .member in early
’ty, young girls were not to May. After Fulton'Juvenlle

from the house, with the
parent’s crying and wailin£

Allen is pastor of a
R. 15Q-member-strong church

couraging them to live
close fo the church ’ in an

beatings prompted , the
DFACS investigation. "

-The House of Prayer-in
Northwest Atlanta. The

impoverished area on Atlanta’s northwest* side. He

Initially, 41 children
were removed from the

Published by

Cleveland JohnSon
Allene Gammage-Ahmed . . .
,Office Manager
Bill BlackShear................... North Central Florida
BuSineSS Manager

The Weekly Challenger Office:
2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. PeterSburg, FL 33705

VZ

I nUKHJrtl, JULI J-JUbl

x JL XX. HLERLI

'

(727) 896-2922 -
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights; Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every rpan in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

church is the focus-of an
ongoing investigation that
<Med Georgia state welfare

'authorities to remove nearly 50 children from parish-

their children, the parents

simple battery and obstruc-

refused at Allen's urging,

refused’, saying officials

tion of justice,
t
Reverend Allen doesn't

teaches that no form of homes of parishioners, and He proclaimed, "God's go-, .would haveyfo "come get
birth control is'permitted local Atlanta television ing to give back your chilr "hem yourselyes."• Allen
under Bibljcal law and that caught the screams and dren when he's ready." In contacted the local media
promiscuity outside of
wedlock is wrong. Under

wails as the kids were load- response, - Judge ‘ Jones
ed into vans to take into called The House qf Prayer

Allen's direction, girls as state custody. Those pic- a cult and compared Allen
young as 14 travel 60 miles tures made their way onto to infamous People's Ternto the west-to Cleburne
national newscasts as ques- ple founder Jim J opes. ,
County, Alabama-where ittions were asked of the parAllen is using' every

Services (DFACS) charges
that members violently dis*

is legal to
marry that ents and Allen. ■
opportunity' to get himself
young. The girls are then
Allen insists his way is in the media during this

cipline their children, placin£ them at risk of harm.

It started when children came to school with

How To
Raise A
Thug-----py Kimberley Jane Wilson
£ "My baby is a good boy! He didn't do hothirt£

noticeable

bryises.

Teachers notified CFACS,

which

investigated’ and

found The House of Prayer
and the Biblical teachings
of Allen responsible.

He also insisted on having
two personal camcorders
inside the home as the children were being removed.

tions to ge,t their children
back during the ongoing in-

Prayer in general and speThe footage, however,
cifically a£ainst him.
‘
told a different story. The

vestigation. First, others
could not discipline their
children. Second, spank-

Further proof of Allen's DFACS workers tried to^
true motive is seen in his reason with the teens, but
response when seven chil- the. teens became violent.

friend of my mother's, and when Mamma rushed to cornfort this poor woman, I tagged along. My mother spoke
soothing words to her and coaxed her Into going inside

cloth!' who hide behind the■
;Bible in order to further
their own personal agenda.

People like him do a disser
Two teenagers began to- vice to, the rich spiritual
,
heritage of the African- ,
kick, hit, bite and scratch at
American
community. '
wed to older men within
the right,way and directed controversy at the expense DFACS officials, so police
the church in marriages ar- the parents not to allow of his parishioners. He says ^officers-forcibly removed Don't be fooled by the .
dema£oguery of men like ,
ranged and approved by attorneys to represent them families £oing along wjth ^them and placed them unAllen.
in subsequent court hear- the court are sinning and
der arrest. Allen personalty/ Allen-they are not men to
Allen also, insists that • ings. Fulton County Juve- damned to Hell. He taunts made certajn the fpotage be admired. They are men
members'
children
be nile Court Judge Sanford the media with claims that
was given to Atlanta televi- to be despised by all spiriquizzed at the altar, in front Jones told the parents they DFACS has a vendetta
sion stations for immediate tual and righteous people
everywhere.
of the con£regation. If the had to meet several condi. against The House of
broadcast.

child has been "bad", a
punishment is administered

rocking chair on her porch. Her l8-year-old son was in
jail awaiting trial for a very serious crime. She was a

seem to care about this:-He
just seems to want his 15

minutes of fame-just like
to ensure they were present, with cameras' roIlihg. | other so-called "men of the

The House of Prayer at Allen's direction. Memfocuses - strongly on the bers hold the arms and legs
. . teachings of the
Old of the child, and the parent

wrong!"
The woman who spoke, these words sat crying in a

teens were charged with

Incredibly, the parents

ioners'homes between late
K® March and early May The
Zi Fulton County Department
- of Family and Children's

e
•

in the background. The

be taken to Alabama to be Judge George Blau ordered
wed.
the family to^surrender

The Meaning Of The Pilgrimage TO
Selma —------ —---------------------------------——

.by Ron Daniels

numbers unless effectively 'turned back as "they at-

Selma, Alabama, will

countered and checked by tempted to, cr°ss the Ed-

convictions and courage 'live "with liberty and jus-

with their lives...Jimmy

a£ain,

up

resumed;-the

tice for all*'.

March, crossed over that

That's* why I made the
pil£rimage, to Selma this

brid£e, braved?the cold and
the terror and intimidation

and lying down. 1 said almost nothing. I couldn't bring
myself to speak my mind. I'd known this woman's son

forever be remembered as a
landmark along the diffi-

since the day he was born and, in light of his, history, I was

cult and bumpy road to

, The path to freedom Selma to Mont£omery. Be-

pretty sure that he was guilty.
Later, the boy was convicted and went to prison.

freedom for Africans in

for Africans in America has cause of the tireless'work

America, the site of the historic Selma to Montgomery

been tortuous and tenuous, of the Sanders family and his mother as they left a - ic accounts of those, among
Selma was/is.one of'the. the 21st Century . Youth mass
meeting... James tis who marched on-,that

Mobiljzatipn and March
which prompted a reluctant
President, Lyndon Baines

highwater marks on our
unfinished journey to freedom. Each year hundreds

Johoson, to "introduce the
Votin£ Rights Act of 1965
to the Congress bf the
Urnted States.
The Voting Rights Act
is arguably the most ?mf.ortant-civil rights measure

of people return to this city and Wall of Martyrs in Selattacked by four white kind of fear that had sty- ister voters by the thouto revisit the struggle, the ma where visitors, can' men, one of whom struck mied our strides toward sands under protection of
tragedies and triumphs delve into the history of the him in the'head with a' freedom for decades.Jesse federal law. Th(^,e, who sufwhich spawned the Selnya vpting rights struggle in pipe...Viqla Lu}zzp^, an
there, asfer?d had
in
to Montgomery March and Alabama and the South.
Italian-American
agto Rev Al Shgrptoru.Maxme, yam. And,hwfemH?VemPP^
the Voting Rights''Act of
Every black person worker from Detroit was Waters,-.Donna Christian- ber them and resolve to rise
1965. This year, in light of should make the pilgrim- shot and killed while trans- son. SheiIa Jackson-Lee,? above the adversity of the

About five years into his sentence, his mother died and he
was allowed toattend the funeral. He wore a nice blue suit
- accessorized with handcuffs, shackles and two matching
U.S. marshals on either side of him. Most of the folks at
the funeral shook their heads and complained that it wasn't necessary for the officers to bring him into the church
that way. I said nothing. All I could think-and I know this

’ will sound unkind-was that his appearance was a fitting
testimony toAhe.way'he’dl&een raised.
The boy's dad ran'out ofr.him.and his mother when he
'was a baby and did.everything But deny his parentage in
court. The boy’s mother was hurt, angry and-I'm surefrightened as well, So-she ran to other men. She kept hoping to find someone to take her pain away, but, in the
process, her son saw too much and heard too much at too
young an a£e.
While still a pre-teen, the boy Started getting into

trouble Jn school. Later,'he, became involved in petty
shoplifting and minor vandalism? His poor, distracted
motheFdefended himagainy teachers, admthistrators and
-the neighbors, but he filially did something -from which
she cpuldn't save him. I dy.n’t ffjuik she ever realty saw
him as a guilty criminal. He was her haby-ki the blame
had to be on the police,-the sysjeiyand his accusers.

This bgy wasn't born bgd, and‘please don't think I'm
picking on his mother .father. Ms fatheCfailed him first,
and,our society allowed'him to do it. Fatherlessness is a
serious problem in the black community. A boy without a.'
dad is far more likely to get int©lcriminal trouble than one
whrfhasa father, or at least $ strong father figure at home.
We.know this, yet, out of fear bf being called judgmental,

weisay, 'nothing to the man who deliberately, rejects his

paferital.responsibilities tolyarqls.his children.
As any parent who's' ever visited their child in prison
can tell you, love is not enough. Tolerance is not enoughChildren need checks and boundaries. My mother was a
strbn£ disciplinarian-thank God-andshe firmly believed

masses of people marching mund Pettus Bridge on the Lee Jackson was brutally
on ballot boxes.
,- Afirst attempt to march from beaten and shot b,y a mob

Movement, there is now a
National Voting Rights
Museum, a Memorial Park

passedlin the 20th century,
the debacle ofthe presiden- a£e to SeIma at least once,
It restored to disenfran- ' tial election and the disen- This journey is particularly

of Alabama State Troopers'yeaEto feel the spirit ofthe

as he attempted to protect

Reeb, a Unitarian minister
from .Boston, was fatally
wounded when he was

porting folks back to Selma
after the march? to Mont-

ancestors, to hear the hero-

day, facing death so that we’
might-take the struggle'to
the next -level free of*the

of onlookers to complete
their

mission.

Within

weeks after the passage of
the Voting Rights Act, fed-

eral marshals and federal
registrars poured into Alabama and the South to reg-

Bill Jefferson, ,, Richard last ejection tbintensify the
Gephardt, ■ Barbara Lee, ,, struggle to finish the unfin-

chised "citizens" the most
important tool in a democracy, the ballot. In an 'ImH

franchisement of thousands important for young peoof black voters in Florida ple, the next generation
and millions nationwide, it which is expected to inher-

gomery...Others...escaped Bernard, Lafayette, Willie
with their lives but were Ricks and of .course John
tear gassed, trampled by,'1 Lewis,
among v others,

i shed democracy in this
country. We can do no less
than to fight for a Voter Bill

perfect union"' where pow^
er and influence are often

seemed even more impor- it the mantle of Ieadership
tant to make the pilgrimage from those who have car-

horses and battered by billy
clubs...C.T. Vivian, John'

When we marched across
the Edmund Pettis Bridge,

of Rights to ensure that
everyone can-vote and that

to Selma.
""Under the leadership of

ried the t^rch this far-along
the road; to full freedom,

Lewis, Hosea Williams,
men, women, young boys

John Lewis halted the,pro- , their votes will be counted,
cession at the point'where >That’s what I heard the

the ballot is the great equak longtime civil rights attarizer for the masses in the® ney and activist Rose San-

There is nothing like set-'
ting foot on the hallowed

and girls, children... scores
of nameless, faceless he-

the state troopers charged
the marchers and recounted

determined by the ownership and control of wealth,

ancestors whisperin£ as we
sifehtly marched across the

'how they tear-gassed; beat Edmund Pettis Bridge ~

Hank Sanders and the 21 st
Century Leadership Move-

ground where black people roes and sheroes who put
and people of conscience, their lives on the line as a
and .goodwill of all races' human bridge of sacrifice

and hurled thbyiiEack in The pilgrimage to Selma
disarray, ostensibly dispir-’ .Jias renewed my faith that

ment, an annual celebration

resolved that "ain't nobody

ited and defeated-; But they

quest to promote and de-

ders, her husband Senator

fend their interests and aspirations against the privileged few at the commanding hei£hts of capital and
finance; a privileged few

is held in Selma to commemorate Bloody Sunday

who can exercise power where scores of people.,
disproportionate to their' were brutally beaten and

and- suffering so that sue- •

... We ShalI Overcome! |

s

gonna turn me around" in
the quest to win the right to

ceeding generations could
cross over to shape the

were wrong.
The great lesson of

,

vote.
Many paid for their

"promised land" • into a
nation where people, could

Selma is that those who
were crushed one day rose

WATFR
VV/^,1 E/JV

...

Why A state Of The Black
World conference Is Imperative

that it was her duty to teach me that actions bad conse- . by Norman Hili
A. Philip Randolph, the
quences or the School of Hard Knocks would do it for me
great African American la-

- later. Naturally, I didn't appreciate her efforts at the time!

contract.
At the same time, civil
rights for African Ameri-

latures began passing strict
segregation laws during the
l890s.

In racial matters, a vast
change occurred during the
20th Century. Within a dec-

Now let's take a quick

ade after the end of World

. Now, the remarkable
thing about Randolph is the
importance df the role he

democratization of society
led by oppressed groups
that were denied democrat-

z 1 Thugs are not bom-they are made. In Washington,
DC, where I lived for most of my life, over 40% of black
men are "involved" in the criminal justice system. No,

bor and civil rights leader,

cans were a fading dream.

was bom 112 years a£o, in
April 1889. It was a very

Black Americans had won look at the state of America ■ War II, the armed forces
the right to vote and other at the time of Randolph's were desegregated and the

they aren't cops. They're in jail, on probation, waiting for

different world back then,
Unions had just begun to
organize workers on a mass

rights during the Recon- death in 1979. Workers had U.S. Supreme Court de- ing his lifetime. There have ■ two great democratic strugstrUction period that fol- won the legal right to col- dared school segregation been many great labor lea- gles in his time: the fight
lowed the .Civil War. But lecfive bargaining in the unconstitutional. The Civil ders and many great civil for workers'rights and the

trial or wanted for some crime. In other cities, such as
Baltimore, .that number is even higher.

played in the great transfor-

mations in labor and racial
relations thai occurred dur-

ic rights. And so he eagerly
participated in this process
in what he considered the

Thugs are not born. The young men who are terrorizing our communities today didn't come from a void. They
were raised in our homes and in .our streets. I've yet fo

1 scale iff the aftermath ofthe

the federal £ovemment did l930s and many millions

great railroad strikes of
1877.’However, neither the

not have the will to fight of workers belonged to
Southernwhite resistance ' trade unions/one of the

Rights Act of 1964 and the
Voting Rights Act of 1965
effective^ outlawed racial

meet a person who said they wanted to raise a thug,-but,
unless a boy has parents who are willing to raise him with

states nor the federal government recognized the

to racial equality in the major reasons why their
form of the Ku Klux Klan standard of living had im-

discrimination- in America ;A'il rights movement. Ranfoundation of progressive
. and by the time Randolph' dolph's double contribution politics in America. Look

easy to

right of’workers to bargain

and similar groups. The proved so much since the

died,

collectively through an or-

final surrender came- 12 late, nineteenth/cenfury.

£anization of their choice.,

years before Randolph's Also, organized labor had

process of establishing ra-

newly, become a major political as

cial equality. Even today,

love, dedication and sacrifice, it's jtisrso pitifuIly

Tri those days, workers had

to win that right JiteraIly
: with their own blood: if

birth,

when

the

elected president, Ruther- well as economlc force in
fford B. Hayes, sent back to the United States, playing a

affirmative aqtipn.

whs in place to speed the

rights leaders, but no one

else had his impact on both
trade unionism and the ci-

battle for racial equality,

The black-labor coalition will continue to be the

stemmed from his ^ommiy

at the voting patterns in last

ment to democracy in the

year's presidential election.

broadest sense. .Believing

A full 63. percent of the

in the unity <$'humankind,
that, goal has not been '' he argued that everyone
achieved, as illustrated'by-,-should'have equal rights

union vote, which consti-

tuted 26 percent of all ballots, went to Al Gore. Only-

they went out on strike and

their barracks the federal

the persistence of police

regardless of class, race,

about 35 percent went to

held off the physical, as-

troops that had been sta: progressive

legislation

brutality against minorities/

ethnicity,.'- religion,

Geor£e

saults of the police and the

tioned in the South. Soon sjich as Social Security and

racial profiling, and hate

guage, etc. furthermore,

American voters gave

crimes. Yet we are worlds

Randolph believed that his-

percent of their votes

to

away‘from the racial cakte

tory was characterized hy

Gore and 8 percent

to

bosses'

hirelings

long

after Randolph was born,
got ' even

key role in the passage of

Medicare to help modest-

worse and

enough to impact profits,

things

they might gain, a union

when Southern state legis-

cans,

low-income Ameri-

,

■ .

- system of a century ago.

ian-

ongoing stru£gle for the

,

Bush.

Bush.

|
|
.
,

f

|
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Woman's World

•’Women of All Nations”

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN
BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
■ Eye Examinations
■ Eye Diseases
■ Contact Lenses
■ Children's Vision
■ Vision Nutrition Therapy

—■

dHHh
n" **

-

®

Bk.
L___---------------

'A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals'

We acCept or matoh most
Insurance Vision Care plans

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up
CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

Monday - Saturday

Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

Jl I "GGW

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERT1FICATES

1

£

1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg
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TyRon LewiS Community Gym Holds
Open House---------------------------------- -----ST. PETERSBURG-On

Saturday, June 30th, the All
People’s E Ron Lewis Com

munity Gym and Healthy
Groceries, Etc. celebrated

their grand opening at 1327
Martin Luther King St.
South with a dedication ceremony, weight lifting exhibi-

tion, free health screenings and
seminars, natural foods tasting,

entertainment and door prizes.

These
were

two

institutions

established

by

the

African People’s Education

and Defense Fund, a non-

profit organization with a history of community service.
After much struggle and com-

munity pressure, the City allo

cated Community Development Block Grant funds to

renovate die building for this
project. The gym and store are

both welcome additions to our
community, as they will help

us to take on some of the seri-

cems with which we are con-

fronted.
The All People’s IVRon

Community

aquifer continues to be below

Delegation.' Join the St. Pete

extended drought condition.

Rays, a local youth baseball

According

team, at a special evening

recently released by Swift-

Gym

offers a safe, comfortable
atmosphere for women and

men of ail ages and all fitness
levels.

There is brand new, stateof-the-art equipment, and per-

sonal training is available for
very reasonable fees. Aerobic

normal for our area due to the
to

mud, 2000 was the driest year

East meets west, a Japanese

on record since the district

Cultural and Exotic Fruit Festi-

began collecting such informa

val to celebrate the 40-year

tion in 1915. In 2000, total dis-

anniversary with St. Peters-

trictwide rainfall was 35.77

burg’s sister city of Takamatsu,

inches. The second driest year

Japan. The special evening

was recorded in 1927 with

event at Sunken Gardens is

total districtwide rainfall re-

from 7:30pm to 10pm on Sat-

corded at 39.67 inches. As of

urday, July 7 and benefits

June 20, 2001 the central

members of the city’s youth

region aquifer incorporating

baseball ‘TEAM USA” who

St Petersburg was still 2.75

are traveling to Takamatsu in

feet below the point at which

August to take part in the

emergency water restrictions

Friendship Games. Featuring

can be lifted.
•Water-Wise

conditioning, joint, ligament
and bone strengthening and

and a sampling of Japanese

customers of.the City of SL

cuisine from a variety of local

Petersburg, the Water-Wise

restaurants, the event is sure to

Info Line has up-to-the-minute

be fun for the whole family.

water restriction information

Contact: Mike Ress with Fos-

for potable, well and reclaimed

sil Park Youth Baseball at 896-

water. Callers can learn about

8166 or Sunken Gardens at

other outdoor water use restric-

551-3100, for fees and info.

tions and receive instructions

• Water Woes Continue:

for new turf and landscape

Even though recent rains have

installations. The number is

helped bring relief from the

892-5300.

weight control, can help lower

blood pressure and cholesterol,
and can help control diabetes.

The gym is open Monday
through Friday, 6am to 9pm;

ST. PETERSBURG -The

‘The Blast” is from 9pm

United Inter-City Club, Inc.,

until. Music by ‘GJ.” The

presents “The Blast” Fund

“DJ.”
The United Inter-City
Club, Inc., will not be responsible for auto theft, burglary,
etc.
Come out and enjoy the

Raiser Dance.
This event will be held on
Saturday, July 7, 2001, at the
Knights of Columbus Club,
located at 1720 Central

Saturday, 8am to 4pm; and
Sunday, l2noon to 4pm. For
more information, call 8245670.
The Grand Opening was a

Avenue, St Petersburg.

fun with us. See you there! ;

special event that opened with
an invocation by Rev. Manuel

Enroll now!

Sykes of Bethel Community
Baptist Church. There was a

special dedication to TyRon
Lewis, including a commemo-

rative plaque to be placed in

Classes start
Aug. 20 and

the gym presented to Pamela
Lewis, mother of TyRon

Lewis, by Diane Urtnowsky, a
teacher and personal acquain-

tance of TyRon Lewis.

Sept. 17

Speakers at the dedication
included Lou Brown, Presi-

dent of the Coalition ofAfrican
Leadership;

Chimurenga Waller, President

of the International People’s
Democratic Uhuru Movement; Rodney Bennett of New

Beginnings

Community
Corporation;

George Shaughnessy of Citizens United For Shared Pros-

perity; and Stephanie Midler
of the African People’s Soli-

darity Committee.
Chief of PoIice Goliath
Davis, soon to be moving into

Ricky Lockett, Diabetes Inter-

a new post as Deputy Mayor

vention and Prevention by

of Economic Development,

Bettye Burnett-Scott from the

was present at the Grand

. Opening.

DIPPER Program, and Pros
trate Health by Jim West from

Special recognition went

Construction

Tampa Bay Cancer Health.

and

Volunteers are needed to

Remodeling, a minority gener-

continue the free health semi-

to

SL

al contractor, who did an

nars and screenings monthly,

excellent job on the building

to carry out intensive commu-

renovation.

nity outreach to promote the

Throughout the afternoon,

nutrition, and to establish a

free health seminars, includ-

complete wellness Center.

ing: Vitamins and Nutritional

Please call the African

People’s

Education

(727) 341-4SPC
www.spjc.edu

and

from Nature’s Finest Foods,

Defense Fund at (727) 821-

Cardiovascular Disease and

2437 to volunteer or for more

i Cancer by Jewel Lewis from

• convenient Pinedas County locations
• personalized attention
• variety of programs leading to degrees
and certificates

benefits of exercise and proper

there were several excellent

j Supplements by Ayo Blakely

Line

Established: To help water

’’The Blast" Fund
Raiser Dance-----

good for cardiopulmonary

Development

Info

music, the First Night Puppets

heat to some Floridians, the

exercise and working out are

American

information

fundraiser scheduled during

live performances of Japanese

ous health problems and con-

Lewis

• East meets West Event to
Benefit St. Pete Youth Baseball

information.

the Dept. of Public Health,

Stroke Risk Assessment by Dr.

St. Petersburg College

We must welcome the future, remembering that soon it will be the past; and we must
respect the past, remembering that once it was all that was humanly possible.

- George Santayana

formerly St. Petersburg Junior College
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Mavor Baker

Petersburg. Demolition of the

tion process, the SPHA was

grated into the surrounding

addition to the nine historic

ing; many will include front

resemble classic single-family

Hope VI grant have been allo

facilities measuring more than

(53 one and two-story barrack-

careful to preserve the many

neighborhoods to create a sta-

cottage homes for seniors,

and side porches. All of the res-

homes,” said Judy Sie£al,

cated to self-sufficiency pro-

12,000 square feet a piece.

style buildings containing 440

beautiful, mature shade trees,

ble and healthy community

phase one of Jordan Park will

idences will feature wall-to-

president

Landex

grams designed to help public

In addition to the Hope VI

public housing apartments

live oaks, and royal palms

life. St. Petersburg’s strength

include duplex, triplex, quad

wall

modem

Corporation. ‘We are dedicat-

housing residents gain access

funds, financing for the devel-

reduced overall density and

native to the site.

lies in the heart of its neighbor-

and sixplex buildings designed

kitchens with the latest appli-

ed not only to creatin£ a beau-

to job readiness, training and

opment of Jordan Park is being

hoods.”

by Urban Design Associates of

ances, energy efficient air-con-

tiful new community but to

placement services. These and

provided by the City of SL

carpeting,

of

will make room for new,

‘The new Jordan Park has

affordable housing opportunities for local families who earn
at or below 60 percent of the

been carefully planned to give

Developed by the Landex

Pittsburgh in partnership with

ditioning, and added insulation

maintaining the integrity of

other critical support services

Petersburg and the Federal

residents the best in attractive
and affordable housing,” said

Rosier-Jones, a local architec

like childcare and after-school

ment will be seamlessly inte-

burg’s early neighborhoods. In

block walls and stucco cover-

programs for youth will be
housed in new, on-site
achievement and recreation

Home Loan Bank. The Feder
al Home Loan Bank invested

Mayor Baker. ‘The develop-

term property management.”
More than $2 million in

($28,620). During the demoli-

to conserve energy costs.
“Jordan Park will be a
vibrant, first rate development
with apartment residences that

that community through long-

income

Corporation in collaboration
with SPHA, Jordan Park will
reflect the styles of St Peters-

area

median

tural firm. The buildings will
be constructed with concrete

funds from the Jordan Park

$500,000 in the development

of Jordan Park.

Volunteers
Tips On How* To stay "Fire safe tt
Needed At The
st. Petersburg
Museum Of
History---------ST.

PETERSBURG -

With the recent brush fires in

a 1913 trolley car, and the Try

order to maintain the muse-

History On For Size Gallery,

um’s high level of educational

where visitors can see them-

and historic programs, the St.

selves in vintage costumes

Petersburg Museum of Histo-

through mirrors creating the

ry is currently recruiting volun-

illusion of wearing period

teers. Volunteerin£ at the

clothing.

museum offers an opportunity

Significant artifacts in

to assist staff in preserving the

clude a canoe of the Tocobaga

history of St. Petersburg and

Indians from the l500s, arepli-

Pinellas County.

ca of the world’s first sched-

Volunteers are an intricate
part of museum operations.

The SL Petersburg Muse-

um of History is open Monday

education,

through Saturday from 10am

administration,

' until 5pm and Sunday from 1-

speaker’s bureau and in the

5pm. The museum currently

archives and collections.

features Souvenirs of Florida-

museum

store,

exhibitions,

An information meeting
for those interested in volun-

placed

Cross. “Providing assistance

attend Red Cross Disaster

Red Cross are alerted and

Training and a four-hour class

arrive on the fire scene, ready
to help.

people.

Volunteers

by a fire, volunteers from the

dents may have also been con-

for displaced people is part of

continuing lack of rainfall, the

properly. Do not throw ciga-

tacting 9-1-1 phone number

the Red Cross’ planning and

at the St. Petersburg Fire &

City of St. Petersburg Fire &

rette butts on the grass or from

unnecessarily. Fire & Rescue

preparedness program,” he

Rescue Department that helps

The Red Cross chapter is

Rescue Department encour-

llie car.

officials note that when there is

added.

them better understand what

looking for volunteers to pro

tious to help prevent fires.
Remember: open burning

• Remove debris piles

a strong smell of fire in the area

Food and lodging are two

happens during and after a fire.

vide this assistance response to

from anywhere near your

residents should first tty to

types of emergency assistance

Whenever there is a possibility

the fires.

confirm a fire in the neighbor-

the Red Cross provides to dis-

that residents will be displaced

house or business.

is not allowed in the city limits.

• Be careful and check any

Use care when cooking or

space heaters you use in the

smoking outside. Even these

house or garage.

hood before catling 9-1-1.
For more information, call
?(727) 893-7117.

cart become a hazard. With
Florida’s

record-breaking

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
social justice."
-Martin Luther King, Jr.

When air conditions are

“American Red Cross dis-

drought conditions, even the

pcoi due to smoke and brush

smallest ember can spark a

fires, St Petersburg Fire &

aster services offers assistance
to people displaced by fire,”

Rescue recommends that resi-

said Gene Stone, disaster spe-

INJURY

dents with respiratory condi-

cialist for the St. Petersburg

SPECIALISTS

tions remain indoors as much

branch of the Tampa Bay

life-threatening

fire

emer-

gency.
File & Rescue offers the

,

RCCIPEKT

I Accept Waukm CootbeKoatiait & PIP Inmanee Ctaiwo

brush and wild fires on your

RELIEF

tytofy Ci

following tips for preventing

3,500 year old mummy.

such as the front desk, the

' Chapter of the American Red

health risk. Concerned resi-

• Dispose of cigarette butts

uled commercial airliner, and a

Positions are available in areas

as possible to reduce personal

trees or bushes.

Polk County and Florida’s

ages residents to be extra cau-

ST. PETERSBURG - In

your home and growths of

Major Credit Cards Accepted

property:
• Keep landscaping and

plants healthy.
• Trim back dead, dry

FEmto & 6i|fo By (Meitcta

branches and grasses.
• If there are wooded areas

From Tastefid to Tacky until

teering will be held Thursday,
July 19th, 10am at the St.

NEUROMUSCULAR
& RELAXATION MASSAGE

Jr

bordering your property, main-

September 15th. 2001.

Patricia Williams, LMT, N.M.T., P.T.

H.T. WELLNESS & MASSAGE CENTER

nutrition

tain a fire “break’' or as much

807-4359

space as possible between

use «2»«! Am*. SwMi «. hteedwrgs, Ft 33712

328-7600
3727 CENTRAL AVENUE
LIC. #MM005879
VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869

Huaitaift,

Petersburg Museum of Histo

ry,
For more

information,

At

please contact Amy Nolan,

Curator of Education at (727)
894-1052 or visit the museum

on the internet at www.museu-

'

CERAMIC TILE BLOWOUT

CARPET ROLL & REMNANT BONANZA

*

Truddoads of Imported Ceramic Tile ore stocked to the ceiling and are

Our warehouse is jam packed with carpet rods and remnants. Ride our
golf carts and sm one of the largest inventories of carpet seen

s

anywhere. Berbers, Textures, Prints, Cut & Loops, even Stainmasters

j

overflowing into our perking lot for his sale. Italian, natural Stone and
Elegant High Gloss Marble looks starting at just 99c sq. ft. If you're

looking for ceramic tile or laminates, don't miss this sale!

mofhistoryonline.org.

The St. Petersburg Muse-

um of History collects, preserves, and presents St. Petersburg’s history throu£h exhibi-

tions and special programs. On

permanent display is the Walk
Through Time Gallery, featur-

Patterns Priced
& Sizes From

sq. ft.

ELEGANT HIGH GLOSS
Imported
9Q
from Spain
16x16

in£ a chronology of St. Peters-

This interactive exhibit
includes theatrical galleries

MM
’’
Wr
#

Assorted

burg’s history.

such as an 1870 general store.

at warehouse prices.

OVER 200,000 SQ. FT. OF CERAMIC IN STOCK

NATURAL STONE

REMNANT BLOWOUT

ITALIAN DESIGNER
Won! Last Long
AB A h
Must See
"T

BERBER BLOWOUT

|

sq.ft.

m

OF ROLLS IN STOCK

12x9’s
From $36.00
12x12’s
From $49.00
12x15’s
From $59.00
“•ra MM I.T u
Btst Selection And Prices Found Anywhsr!
Super
Priced
Patterns
fmm
»
& colors
Ww ww s<t- n.

CLEARANCE CARPET ROLLS
OZ
eAUC
W

SA¥t

sq.ft.

Hillsborough Ave.
249-2088

18x18

| sq.ft.

HEAVY TEXTURE
n
.
over 30 fr/re.
G
In-Stock from
H

(THAT'S ONLY 15.04 SO. YD.)

St. Petersburg

Colors

—■

a ft&gGaaoixi

Footwear: Nike/Adidas/Saucony & More
Apparel: Damani Oada/Avirex/Kari Kafii & More

Men's, Women's & Children's sizes
727-866-6944

O« OriflInaI Prices

I
CARPET STORE

Tamm
5015

hundreds

RUSTIC STONE
Imported O
d Q
from Italy
■ w
13x13

z&rakffijne

sq. ft.

(THAT'S ONLY S6.03 SO. YD.)

near Albertson's Plaza
2910 54TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST.PETERSBURG FLORIDA

OPEN: MONDAY - SATURDAY 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAY 12NOON - 5PM

Bayonct Point

Lakeland

s.w. corner of 22ndave.&28thst.n.

3710 u.s. hwY. 92 e.

321-9590

New Store 667-4511

*

n.e. corner of

u.s. 19 hwY.

868-7424

52

Locally Owned and Operated
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Bank Of
America Offers
Free Checking
With Monthly
Direct Deposit

7

St. Petersburg/Clearwater Area CVB Brings
Sales Seminar To Area Visitor Industry—=—
CLEARWATER-The St.

and is also a member of the

well as other people who sell

nature-based, heritage and cui-

CVB’s Tourism Education

Petersburg/Clearwater Area

National Tour Association

to the tourism industry. The

tural. The seminar will be held

Manager at (727) 464-7664.

programs and career pathways
for students and employees in
the tourism field. The Bureau

on

at the Mirror Lake Lyceum, a

The St. Petersburg/Clear

non-traditional

historic meeting and special

water Area Convention & Vis-

is one of the first CVB’s in the

workshop entitled “Looking

Tourism Board of Directors.

tourism partners and strategic

event venue located at 737 3rd

itors Bureau’s Tourism Educa-

nation to specifically designate

Outside the Box” with presen-

The seminar, scheduled for
Juiy 23, 2001, is geared for

alliances, sales approaches for

Ave. No.. St. Petersburg. Reg-

tion department enhances the

a staff member to organize

ter. Ron Drake, who has more

niche markets and culturally

istration for the seminar and

efforts to unite area educators

than twenty years of experi-

anyone who sells to the meet-

diverse markets as well as spe-

other information please con-

and the hospitality industry,

programs between the hospitality and tourism industry and

ence in the hospitality industry

ings and leisure industry as

cial interest markets including

tact Dannette

creating more efficient training

educational institutions.

Convention & Visitors Bureau

Board of Directors and the

workshop

has organized an informative

Florida , Commission

exploring

on

will

focus

Lynch,

the

American Tradition

Interior Paint Rated # 1

A E«g»DM

by a Leading Consumer Magazine

LOIN
PRICES
1SmSSoiom

LOWES

Home Improvement Warehouse

Improving Home lmprovement

if you happen to
find a lower price,
we'll match it
PLUS take off an
additional 10%!

5 Day Event!
wednesday- Sunday,
July 4-July 8

Exterior 100% Acrylic
Satin House and Trim #40245

$1997 Regular Price

-$5 Mail-In Rebate

$1497
TAMPA - It’s a sign of the

products are meetin£ the cus-

the times. Almost everyone is

tomer’s needs - and to see if

looking for more convenience
and value in their everyday

additional products are need-

ed.
The new MyAccess®
lives. One of the world’s leading banks has a solution Why bheSking, free with direct
not bank your own way?

After Mail-In Rebate

Until January, 2002!*
C"

EC,#

J0 gallon limit. 6/28-8/2

starved, between 25 and 40 in

seeks to increase customer sat-

age and prefer the convenience

isfaction and drive revenue

of free 24-hour online, AIM

growth through its largest,

and telephone banking to teller

most integrated, customer-

transactions. These customers

focused marketing effort to

also wish to avoid a monthly

date.

maintenance fee and want to

min riff
Hehlhrkndhnr

more substantial commitment.

consumers and enable pros-

MyAccess^ enables them to

$29

Handle
Bathroom
Faucet

Instantly receive
a S1O Lowe's Oil*
Card with purchase
of this Peerless
Faucet

#164293

5 days only! July 4-8

MT0PCH0ICE

* Less Bark & Better Appearance
• Four Square Edges for Easy Nailin
• Fewer Defects Than Standard Groi
• Less Wasted Wood Means
Time and Money Savings

FREE

delivery!
on any

pective customers to tailor do that by requiring a low mintheir relationship, the bank is imum opening deposit - $25 in

offering checking accounts

Florida - 'and, with direct

refrigerator
*399 ar higher!

combined with products and

deposit, no minimum balance

After mail-in rebate

services - such as direct

is required.

Security®

To reward consumers for

Check Card and credit cards

opening MyAccess^® orvari-

and Online Banking. A key

ous other checking accounts,

component of the marketing

Bank of America offers:

deposit,

Photo

’.effort is MyAccess® checking, free with monthly direct

deposit.
Early results indicate that

■Comes with 6' aluminum pole, traditional
eagle ornament, rope, and steel mounting
bracket #83953

|sas^.

Check card (Bank of America
is one of only two financial

BW

institutions in the U. S. to pro-

vide the Photo Security feature

than 383,000 new accounts

• free upgrade to Bank of

have been opened across the

America Photo Security credit

Rebel™ Spiral Saw'"
Power Tool Combo Kit

after mail-in
rebate, with
purchase of this
refrigerator, a
$49.99 value.

• a special introductory rate

on purchases and balance

transfers on most new Bank of

Kit includes: Rebel Spiral Saw,
Zip Mate, Zip Bits, Zip Male
wheels and discs and a carrying
case #140590

§

on check cards);

franchise - a promising start for cards and;

Studies show that most

e

door and 9e* a free sereen
system ($ IOO value)

Security

asked how they like to bank.
Already, as of May 23, mote

through August 31.

screen svstem

3* x 5* U.S. Flag Set

P°rchase any Re I ia bi It*/
Probilt* French or Patio

■■HP
j ‘-5^5*
; 5
FREE
■£
fee maker

free photo

customers appreciate being

the campaign, which runs

BSnBF* IE
g*
jg

• free Online Banking;
•

7’A" Circular Saw
#70586

L J LUMBER PRODUCTS

“try a bank” before making a

banking needs of time-starved

$49

Offer good for American Tradition Inferior or Exterior Paint

Summer Projects

On every purchase
you make over s250
on your Lowe's card.
If paid within 6 months.
June 22-July 15, 2001

*

<mUA

deposit, is designed to attract

and small businesses as it

To meet the individual

Per GalIon

ZERO payments
7E
EDA
dm
IwWr finance
charges

5 5 Mail-In rebate on
one gallon, $25 Mail-In
rebate on S gallon.

That’s the question Bank of prospective customers who are
America is asking consumers typically busy, on-the-go, time

Handy scales
and cutting
guides

SHARP.

79< $44 $375
12" x 12"
Maui Beige
Ceramic Tile

3 HP,
10 Gallon
Wet/Dry Vac

50' 16/3
Outdoor
Extension Cord

#166256

#64455

#70371

21.6 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerator
#126213

$397

$229

18.2 Cu. Ft.
No-Frost
Refrigerator

8,000 Btu Air
Conditioner
with Remote

#125204

#148624

9.6V FireStorm™
High Performance
Cordless Drill with
Light #122896

customers begin to establish a America credit cards, subject
banking relationship by open-

to approval.

ing a checking account. In

“We’re finding that more
response, Bank of America is and more people prefer to visit
focusing on new customer an ATM on their way to work

relationships from the start by or pay bills and transfer funds
offering more value with an online at night. Some want to
attractive combination of prod- keep limited funds in their
ucts and services.

checking account and others

To identify which products want an account that saves

25 - 5O°” OFF!

Hurry!
DeWALT

PORTER
iCIIBU
professional P0WER TOOLS

our Iargest seIection ever of
discontinued, clearance tools and accessories.

[STANLEY J

«BUCK&DKKffl

and services will best suit an money on service fees and

individual consumer or small

offers preferred rates. This

business, Bank of America campaign has been designed
representatives perform an ini to meet the variety of personal
tial needs assessment on each

preferences in today’s financial

prospective customer at the

services industry and we

be£inning of the relationship.

expect it to be very success-

Fourteen days later, they place

fill.”

a follow up call to ask how the

Lowe's of St. Petersburg

Lowe's of New Port Richey

Lowe's of Tampa

Intersection 22nd Ave. N. & 25th St. N.

Little Rd. & Ridge Rd.
New Port Richey 34668
(727) 859-9450
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

6275 W. Waters Ave.
Tampa 33634
(813) 249-6001
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

St. Petersburg 33713

(727) 822-8220
Mon.-Fri. 6am-l0pm
Saturday 7am-10pm
Sunday 8am-8pm

Lowe's of Clearwater
26990 N. Hwy. 19
Clearwater 33761
(727) 724-3557
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-l 0pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

Lowe's of Tampa Palms

Lowe's of Brandon

Bruce B. Downs Blvd.
1/2 mi. sw of 1-75, Exit 56
(813) 558-6760
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
Sunday 8am-7pm

, 1375 Causeway Blvd.
(813) 684-3008
Mon.-Thurs. 6am-9pm
Friday 6am-10pm
Saturday 7am-9pm
sunday 8am-7pm

Open Wed., July 4th 8am-6pm
" We guarantee our everyday competitive prices. If you find a lower everyc
3r odvertised prict• on on identical slock item al any local retail competitor that has Ihe if
their price by 10% when you buy Irom us. Just bring us the competitor’s cur
ad. or we'll coll Ic> verily the item's price that you hove found. Cosh/charge cord and carry purchases only,
Competitor s closeout, special order, discontinued, clearance, liquidation a
Jamoged items one excluded from Inis oiler. Limited Io reasonable quantities lor homeowner and one-house order
ied price. Price guarantee honored ol oil Lowe's retail locations. Labor charges lor product
quantities lor cash and carry contractors. Current in-store price, if lower, ov>
instollolion ore excluded from our price guarantee oiler in our stores with a
ailed Sales Program. Visit store for complete details. Prices may vary oiler July 8. 2001, J there ore market
zrding product w
;e store lor details regarding
warranties. We reserve the right to limit quantities.
•'Professional mstollotion through licensed subcontractors. Lowe's contractor license numbers: AK #21665; AZ#151744; CA#770619; CT#HIC00558162; FL#CRC057468; HI#BC-22289.90;
Il Plumber #058-100140, LA Master Plumber #LMP4649; MD#0046152-01; NV #45450; NJ Plumbing - See Store; OR 144017; TN#HI3070, #16066, and #46760; WA #HG07364; Ml

#2102-144445. Lowe's Home Centers,,Inc., 6122 "B" Drive North, Battle Creek, Ml 49014. Water heater mstollotion: lion expt
I required by feral code .1 will be o additional
charge (not included in the basic replacement labor). Permit fees ore additional (not included in ihe basic replacement labor).
*11 the promotional purchase and any optional credit insurance charges are paid in lull by the end ol the promotional period, linai
. approved
receipt purchases over $250 mode Irom June 22, 2001 through July 15, 2001 when vou use on existing or newly opened Lowe's
6 months] on qualified purchoses during the promotional period. Finance charges and any optional credit insurance charges on
). dote ol purchase,
but finance charges will be credited you pay the lullpurchase price and any optional insurance charges by the end ol ihe promotional period. Il you do not.,
nsible lor these
charges. The APR is 21% (except
xceplthe
the APR is 13.9% for single receipt purchase ol $2,000 or more). Minimum monthly linonce charge is $ 1.00 except in IA. In IA the m
i monthly finance
e to. apply Io your non-promolionol purchases. (
is subject to credit approval by Monogram Credit Cord Bonk ol Georgii i. Business Accounts
charge is $.50. Regular credit tern
■ excluded.

Copyright ©2001 by Lowe's. All rights reserved. Lowe's is a registered trademark of LF Co,

Q
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North Central Florida
sunday, After Church ln Ocala
I

r—Mi

Ocala
NeWS
by James Thorpe

•I

95TH CHURCH
ANNIVERSARY
Greater Hopewell Missionary Baptist Church will
celebrate its 95th Church
Anniversary on Sunday, July
8th, 2001. Rev. Johnny
Adams, along with his choir
and congregation from Second
Bethel Baptist Church of Dunnellon will be in charge of the
service. We are asking everyone to please attend. Sister
Helen Jones is the anniversary
chairperson; Jerome Brown,
• advisor.
***

THE NATIONAL
BAPTIST CONGRESS
The National Baptist Congress of Christian Education
was held in Charlotte, NC,
June l8th-22nd, 2001. The
youth seemed to have enjoyed
it for it was a learning experience for all. They had a safe
trip to the Congress and a safe

return home.
***

We have entered the 7th
month of 2001. The Lord is
always there with outstretched
hands. We need to spread His
love with those who are not
Christians, so they too, can
know Him. Go out and tell
someone about the Lord this

Have To Hank - Goes to J
church because it’s expected of I
him. Usually sleeps through J

the sermon.
Who Needs To Study Ned- I
Believes he doesn’t need to j
study because that is what the !
preacher is paid to do. Besides,
the Lord tells the preacher
what the church members
need to hear, so - why study!
Good Works George Always doing good deeds. He
doesn’t trust the Lord to keep
him saved so he is working for
his salvation.
/ Can Stan - Thinks he can
do everything by himself. Says
he doesn’t need the Lord in his
life. He can make it on his
own.
Do It My Way Donald Wants things done his way,
tries to run the business meetings. He will do almost anything to get his way, and gets
very upset when he doesn’t.
Worrying William - He
doesn’t trust the Lord to pro
vide for him and his family. He
is always worrying about the
future and money.
Available Alice - Always
ready and willing to help. She
sings in the choir, works in the
nursery, visits. She is dependable and trustworthy. She is

week.

faithful in church attendance.

we are always glad to have
visitors in our service. We pray
you will receive a blessing and
you will want to come again
soon!
***

Faithful Frank - Studies
and knows his Bible. He helps
where needed. Witnesses to
any and everyone. Goes on
visitation. He can always be
counted on to pitch in when
needed.
***

GREATER HOPEWELL
MEMBERS BORN
IN JULY
Edith Kemper and Eve
Merkison, 1st; Patricia Miller,
7th; Sara Bryant, 8th; Aletha
Wooten, 9th; Shanta Matthews
• and Reva Green, lOth; Geramy Butler, 11th; Rev. Richard
Howard, 12th; Louis Nelson,
l4th; Jabari and Janaki
Pullings, Eric Woods and Kenneth Coleman, 15th; Ethel
Nelson, l9th; Amos Lewis,
20th; Rodney Davis, 21st;
Tylar Swift, 22nd; Lorene
King, 26th; Loretta Jenkins,
27th; Debra Butler, 28th; Jackie Ford and Donald Flowers,
3lst.
***

>

QUEEN VICTORY
LODGE #50
Will hold their monthly
meeting Tuesday, July lOth,
8pm at the R.R. Bailey Lodge
Hall. Al members are asked to
be present Dea. James Thorpe,WM.

I

OCALA - Sadie Johnson,
of New St. John, continues the

church-going woman’
Michael Jones, Keashie

after Sunday School.
Anita Thoman and daugh-

tradition of ‘excellence of the

Rick and Corey Mooney smile

ter, Nisha Shelton visiting at

Hopewell Baptist.
Barbara Jackson, a long-

time member of New St. John,
smiles so elegantly and is per-

fectly attired for a hot Sunday
afternoon,

The Media Proves McWhorter Right:
Some African-American Youth Believe
Academic Excellence Is Not "Cool”
by B.B. Robinson, Ph.D,
A great deal of controversy
surrounds Berkeley Professor
John H. McWhorter’s recent
book, Losing the Race: SelfSabotage in Black America. In
his book, McWhorter argues
that contemporary AfricanAmerican youth - the Generation Xers - shun academic
excellence because it is not
“cool.”
There is a lot of clear evidence on this issue from both
sides of the controversy. You
are likely to know at least one
African-American youth who
has excelled academically, and
was laden with excellence
awards as he or she graduated
from high school or college
this season. Similarly, you are
also likely to know a Generation Xer who did not exploit
his or her potential and is either
not graduating or graduating

with an average or belowaverage academic record.
But the story does not end
there. The reality is that students who excel academically
are likely to have a much more
prosperous life than those who
meander through the academic
process. Ask the person I’m
about to discuss what is “cool”
about not excelling academ
ically a generation from now.
The student who excelled is
likely to have a much higherpaying job, more material
wealth and a. more pleasant
lifestyle than his counterpart.
Twenty years from now, the
student who did not excel is
likely to have regrets.
My example comes from a
photo that appeared on the
front page of the May 26th,
2001 edition of The Washing
ton Post. In it, you see an
African-American student,

Bobby Rashad Jones, of the
U.S. Naval Academy jumping
for joy at a recent commencement exercise. President
George W. Bush looks on.
Given the foregoing, all indications (except for the uncanny likeness of Jones to a hanging victim) are that this soonto-be naval officer excelled
academically. Quite the contrary is true. According to the
Post, Jones graduated with the
lowest overall grade-point
average of his class. Consequently, he is called the “class
anchoF’ at the Academy.
If having your picture on
the front page of the Post is
“cool” and a lifetime-type
achievement, then this student
was wise in not excelling academically. The top-ranked
member of the graduating
class was not pictured. However, if being awarded the best

assignment the Navy has to
offer upon graduation and a
direct line to the admiralty is
what you seek, then Jones was
not wise at all in not excelling
academically.
Some of you may think
that I’m missing the point You
may point out that Jones graduated from the prestigious
Naval Academy. That achievement is worth something. Correct! But, given the McWhorter controversy, it is a pretty
inopportune time for an

African-American to jump for
joy to celebrate his poor academic performance. Moreover,
the Post did not help AfricanAmericans’ cause by featuring
the picture. The picture is especially unappealing because the
President of the United States
looks on in approval. Note that
during his commencement
speech, the President hinted
that the military would be transitioning to an operation that
relies more on brains and less
on brawn.

Whether you agree with
John McWhorter or not, the
fact is that there are severe
repercussions and economic
costs to not excelling academ
ically. Unfortunately, Jones
may not have had those costs
uppermost in mind during his
tenure at the Naval Academy,
nor do many African-American Generation Xers today.

save
WATER!!

Supporting events
that make a
world of difference.

M^ehZrzur CansuftBJit * Coordinator

Africare,
Magic
Johnson,
Others Kick
OK New
Partnership

Reatui of
Camfefebres
Arctt-Kneeiing Bench
Cofutnnt * Lighters
Reception Decorations * -RtcDecorate Reception

i'oisr HtM/yOg tt, tefys/>ceiatMvs&mt amt {teresm ttte right

Personal Touch

(352) 629-4105

WASHINGTON, DC PEOPLE ON THE PEWS
At a reception recently,
Satisfied Sue - Saved, satisAfricare kicked off a new part, fied with just coming to
nership with the Magic John
. church. Never gets involved .
son Foundation, the Dikembe
with any of the church funcMutombo Foundation, Black
tions. Won’t teach or sing in
Entertainment
Television,
the choir or visit. She’s just
Washington ABC-Radio stathere.
tion Smooth Jazz 105.9, and
Half Way Hannah - SunCable Positive to promote an
day School teacher. Reads her
- awareness of the critical
lesson before church on SunHIV/AIDS issues that affect
day mornings. Reads lesson
children, families, and comfrom quarterly word for word.
munities all over the world.
Can’t understand why her
Held at the BET Jazz Supper
class doesn’t respond or grow.
Club in Washington, DC., the
But she never involves herself
reception was one of the highin the class.
lights during NBA weekend.

It sal turn
31.10

W NriMntf Ml

W. Ihfc Mr«H * Dealt, RorkIn

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extention Ocala, Florida
second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director/Moderator

Dr. O. van Pinkston, Moderator Emeritus

Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 or 352-237-5215

FAX: 352-369-0998

Anheuser-Busch is proud to support
The 92nd Annual NAACP Convention
New Orleans, LA July 7 -13, 2001

Galleria of Caskets

Monday & Tuesday Evenings 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Saturday 8:00-10:15 a.m.

Affordable Caskets Make Affordable Funerals.

Satellite Putnam Hall, Florida at the Abilene Baptist Church
Thursday Evenings 7:00-9:00 p.m. & saturday 5:00-8:00 p.m.

40%-60%
OFF
Funeral PriCe

Offering Degrees in Theology & Religious Education

Masters Program
http:/A\mv.Anhcuscr-Busch.c

Located At:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

(352) 732-8355
2201 SW College Rd., Suite 13 • Ocala
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North Central Florida
1

Society
In
Ocala
t>y
Florence
Williams Ray
NEW ZION CHOIR

Cunningham. Sister Carolyn

CELEBRATES

Kelly Young served as fust

On Monday, June 25th,
2001, New Zon Missionary
Baptist Church Mass and

In

pianist.

1984,

Sister

Vanessya. Woods became the

next pianist and Sister TheIma

Gospel Choir celebrated its

Brown served as organist. Sis-

annual anniversary with the

ter Elvira Washington now

theme, “And the Lord Says,

serves as pianist and Sister

Let Us...Rejoice in the Lord

Thelma Brown remains organ

Always: And Again I Say,

ist.

Rejoice!” Dr. E.F. Broxton is

pastor.

Sister

Mitzi

Berryan

served as Director for the past

Sister

Mary

Wilson

seven years. Other Mass Choir

presided over the occasion.

members are Sisters Tara

The celebration was led by
processional of choirs, which

Woods, Shirley Knight, Rosetta Mays, Erma Rush, Roberta

included Greater Hopewell

Woods, Nerissa Brown, Linda

Missionary Baptist Church,
Progressive Union Missionary

Ward, Annie Mae Davis,
Tonya Epps, Johnnie Jones,

Baptist Church, SL Paul AME

Mary Monroe, Eris Thomas,

Church and New Zion Mis-

Celestine Shade, Darion TyIer,

sionary Baptist Church, also

Dorothy Wesley, Karen Scott

Welcome Stranger Male Cho-

nis.

and Karlene Innis; Brothers

Edison

Each choir rendered two

Jacobs,

Jr.,

Sean

Dukes, Reamulus Kyler, Stacy

selections for this 18th Choir’s

Duncan and Brian Williams.

Anniversary. Presentation was

Musicians

made by Sister Darion Tyler;

are

Brothers

George McAllister, n, pianist

Financial report by Sister Eris

and Sean Dukes, Percussion-

Thomas; Words of apprecia-

ist.

tion by Brother Stacy Duncan;

Final remarks and Benediction
by Dr. E.F. Broxton.

Missionary

committee

include Brother Stacey Dun-

can, Chair; Sister Karlene

The Mass Choir of New
Zion

Program

Baptist

Church was organized on

Innis, Co-Chair; Sisters Neris-

sa Brown, Tonya Epps and
Darion Tyler.

Accepted

ing Secretary; Tony Steele,

by Svd Gemstein

pletely and evaporate less than

munities are the hardest hit

risks and economic devasta

Ancient York Masons Prince

Financial Secretary; Thomas

There has never been a

conventionaI gasoline, thus

because residents are digging

tion are not the products of a

Hall Oridgin National Corn-

ButIer, Grand Tyler; Jason

worse time for the government

creating less air pollution. But,

deeper into their wallets than

logical government policy.

pact USA Jurisdiction of Flori-

Sims, Chaplain; Mark Burrell,

to push policies that would

according to the Congressional

other citizens to pay for gaso-

Nor is it fair when the policy

rell. Northern District Deputy;

LODGE, INC.

Harry Jones, Senior warden;

On June 24th, 2001, Most

Raymond weathers. Junior

worshipful Meridian Lodge,

Free

Inc.

and

da celebrated its annual St.

Senior Deacon; Larry Zanders,

raise gasoline prices, especial-

Research Service (CRS), two

line they need for work and

falls hardest on the shoulders

John Day at New Zion Mis-

Junior Deacon; Henry Brown,

ly since they’ve risen almost

of the five factors now con-

other necessary tasks.

of poor and minority citizens

sionary Baptist Church in

Chair-Trustee; Edward Todd,

45% over the past year. But

tributing to high gas prices

Concerning health risks,

who can least afford it and live

Ocala. The Rev. Dr. E.E Brox-

Trustee and Dwight Camp,

this is exactly what the Envi-

directly relate to EPA-mandat-

scientists have linked the RFG

in areas most likely to feel the

ton is pastor. The theme for the

Trustee.

rdnmental Protection Agency

edRFG.

additive MTBE to cancer,,

reproductive and developmen-

negative environmental effects
of implementing the EPA’s
RFG policies. The govem-

MOST WORSHIPFUL

(EPA) is doing with reformu-

occasion was, “Behold, how

the pump are a smaII sacrifice

tal ailments, asthma, problems

to help the environment. But

of the central nervous system

ment dearly needs to rethink

SCHOOL SYSTEM

part of the Clean Air Act

RFG provides no environmen-

and liver, damage to the tissues

its environmental justice poli-

of the heart and more.

cy-

REBECCAJARRELL

brethren to dwell together in

RETIRES FROM

unity.”

lated gasoline (RFG).

Some say higher prices at

RFG was implemented as

good and how pleasant it is for

The host for the event was

After 30 years of teaching

Amendments of 1990. It is

tal benefits and is a health haz-

King Solomon Lodge 133,

and carin£ for boys and girls of

blended to bum more com-

ard. Poor and minority corn-

Brother Henry A. Tyler,,Jr.,

Marion County, Rebecca Jar-

Worshipful Master; Honorable

rell retires from the Marion

Lawrence Owens, Jr., Grand

County School System.

Master. Minister Jason Sims

A celebration was recently

presided over the program.

held in her honor at N.H. Jones

Other program participants

Increased costs, health

Mailbox Decoration InVention
SerVes To Beautify And Notify

Elementary where she was

CORAL GABLES-The

serves this dual purpose. Now

AfoiZ Box Wrap in March of

development, especially in the

by

principal. The program includ-

prominent display of special-

a new covering for mailboxes

2001. They were inspired-to

home-and-garden decor prod-

Meridian Grand Lodge; selec-

ed prelude music by Darien

occasions

has been designed to promul-

create the product while pon-

ucts industry. Mr. and Mis.

tions by the Mass Choir;

Robinson;

may notify others and beautify

gate significant events.

dering decorating issues.

Kendzierski are hoping to

included

Processional

Welcome

and .

announcements;

Curtis

Occasion by Carman Smith;

surroundings. Their conspicu-

Lewis; Welcome by Sister

Prayer by Jabez, Molley Stew-

ous

Devotion

by

Rev.

pIacement

in

highly

John

L.

This original idea is now

have the Mo# Box Wrap in

Kendzierski and Juliann M.

being made available for

full production and available to

Inventors

Tara woods; Occasion by Bro.

art; Music selection, “Gone

noticeable yet mundane loca-

Kendzierski

of Inverness,

licensing to manufacturers

the public within the very near

D.D.M.;

with the Wind” by Jeremy

tions that beg to be decorated

Florida began developing the

interested in new product

future.

Richardo Terrell,

Scripture read by Rev. Bruce
Chatman.

Odom and Kathy Raymond.
Words of acknowledge-

Retired Physicians As Peer Educators Are
Needed For Hospice Medicaid Education Project

The speaker for the occa-

ment, Roasting and Toasting

sion was Dr. E.F. Broxton,

came from Paul Conley, Prin-

who was introduced by Sister

cipal Jerome Brown, Tracy

SOUTH FLORIDA-The

South Florida, Inc. The goal of

educate practicing Medicaid

Oreatha

Stadom-Broxton.

Patterson, Nancy Leonard,

Hospice Medicaid Education

the project is to expand the uti-

physicians treating patients

Words of thanks came from

Johnnie Mae Jones, Chris

Project is seeking to attract

lization of hospice among

with end-stage conditions.

South

Honorable Henry A. Tyler, Jr.,

Mendola, Fred Smiley, Shan-

retired physicians to participate

those Medicaid patients with a

Retired physicians will make

Danielson, Special Project

Coordinator, Ph: (305) 592-

please contact:

The Health Council of

Florida,

Inc.,

Vee

W.M. King Solomon Lodge

non Coren, Gay Street, Philip

as Peer Educators PE’s) in its

life-limiting illness in order to

the most of their professional

133. Remarks came from

Leppert, Bob Sanders, Veroni-

physician education and train-

enhance the last days and

skills and experiences, work-

1452, Fax: (305) 592-0589. E-

Honorable Lawrence Owens,

ca Smith and Jewel Hosaflook.

ing program. The Hospice

weeks of their Iives. It is

ing as. Peer Educators on a lim-

mail:

Presentations were made

Medicaid Education Project

expected that increased use of

ited, part-time basis. Peer edu-

council.com,
council.org.

Jr., G.M.
Grand Lodge officers are:

by Melissa Gamer and Karen

(HMEP) is a one-year pilot,

hospice care will result in a

cators will meet with identified

Honorable Lawrence Owens,

Sawyer. Special remarks came

Medicaid physicians and pro

from the honoree.

program funded by the 2000
session of the Florida legisla-

reduction in State Medicaid

Grand Master; Hon. Henry A.

expenditures.
The key element of the
•program is the utilization of
retired physicians to train and

vide one-on-one and small
group tutorials.
To become a participant or
to get more information,

TyIer. Jr., Southern District

November 14th, 1983, under
the pastorate of The Rev. W.F.

warden; Eric Baker. Record-

New Gas May Force Blacks To
Run On Empty------------ —----- ------

MERIDIAN GRAND

Deputy; Bros. Richardo Ter

ture, administered by the Hospice Foundation of America
and the Health Council of

Who really wins?

1

3

L-J

Horida lottery.

WHEN YOU PLAY. WE ALL WIN.

www.flalottery.com

www.health-

READING
IS VITAMINS
FOR THE MIND

© 2001 Florida Lottery

Education does. With your help, the Lottery has contributed over $10 billion to support education initiatives in our state since 1988.
Money that sends tomorrow’s leaders to college today on Bright Futures Scholarships. Funds that go to everything from better books to
newer technology in our public schools, and the hundreds of millions of dollars in Bonds for new school construction and renovation.
Plus, the good the Lottery does for our economy.
Play the games of the. Florida Lottery and feel good when you do because when you play, we all win.

vdanielson@ health-
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Gihhs Tru-Vote Voting
System A Splash At
NNPA's Atlanta Meeting
Tru-Vote System shows great

promise, We need to take a

A&E Presents
Investigative
Reports: AIDS In
America: The Crisis
Continues--------------

closer look at implementing a

system nationwide.”
Assistant Secretary

of

State Terrell L. Slayton, Jr.

moved immediately, to intro
duce Gibbs votin£ system to

the appropriate authorities
within Georgia’s office of the

Secretary of State. Comment

ing on the uniqueness of this
new voter validation system,
Slayton stated: To my knowl-

edge, none of the competitors
have what this system (Tru-

Vote) has: a tracking number

system for auditing purposes
or the means by which a voter
can call in after voting to verify that his or her vote has been

counted.”
The National Newspaper

Publishers Association, head-

quartered in Washington, is a
consortium of 203 African-

American owned newspapers.

Athan Gibbs

When asked by a reporter

ATLANTA - Accountant/

John Lewis were ali given a

if the system had been demon-

inventor Athan Gibbs, Sr.,

demonstration of the system.

strated in the State of Florida,

unveiled his company’s Tru-

Some of the other key features

Gibbs indicated that he had

. Vote Voter Validation System.

are:

demonstrated the equipment in

• Touch screen voting

Jacksonville, FL at the invita-

with a receipt, an Internet web-

(with pictures of the candidates

tion of U.S. Representative

site, and a telephone number to

shown on the screen)

This system provides the voter

verify that his/her vote has

Corrine Brown and former

• A receipt (showing proof
of voting)

been counted.

The unveiling of the sys-

State Representative Tony

Hill. The system was met with

• A tracking number for

great enthusiasm by the Flori-

tem was a huge success at the
National Newspaper Publish-

evety vote
• A concealed ballot selec-

Representative Tony Hill

ers Association (NNPA) meet-

tion (assuring confidentiality

stated, “He (Gibbs) has the

ing at the Atlanta Hilton and

and anonymity)

Towers this past weekend.

In describing the system,

da officials.

perfect solution. What Mr.

• Vote validation at the voting booth

Gibbs has is what we need in
Jacksonville where we had

Gibbs stated that the voter is

• Vote verification by the

issued a receipt at the voting

voter online and/or by tele-

can get our election commis-

booth with a computer-generated voter validation number.
This number will allow every

phone at three levels: county,
state and federal
• Voter education, training,

sion to approve Mr. Gibbs’
machine, I think it would cure
many of the ills we have in

voter to independently verify

and practice on the internet

Florida.” In commenting fur

that their vote was cast,

prior to votin£.

ther, Hill went on to state: ‘The

27,000 rejected ballots. If we

received, recorded, and count-

The response to the system

Tru-Vote system stands head

ed in the exact manner that

was overwhelming. U.S. Con-

and shoulders above all of the

they intended.

gressman John Lewis

voting systems that I have

of

The Gibbs system, which

Atlanta was most impressed:

currently has a patent pending

‘This voting system is great. I

With regard to the system’s

in the U.S. Patent Office in

would like to invite you (Mr.

patent, the law firm of Baker-

Washington, is expected to be

Gibbs) to meet with the entire

Donelson, headed by former

in use nation-wide for the pri-

Congressional Black Caucus

U.S. Senator Howard Baker,

maiy election in 2002.

and other key Congressional

Jr., represents Gibbs’ company.

State election officials,

leaders in Washington as soon

More information on the

members of NNPA, local

as possible.”
Congresswoman Cynthia

Tru-Vote system is available

politicians, Atlanta’s Mayor

Bill Campbell, U.S. Represen-

McKinney stated: ‘The Gibbs

seen.”

on the company’s website
www.truvote.com.

tatives Cynthia McKinney and

Florida Education Fund
Offers Free SAT Preparation
Courses Around The State
ST. PETERSBURG -

Ihe courses offered by the

Intent on ensuring that each

FEF tagget students from 7th

historically undenepresented

Florida student earns the best

through !2th grades, focus pri-

possible score on the SAT (col-'

marily on test-taking strate-

tion

lege entrance examination),

gies, and provide invaluable

through thirteen COE's around

the Florida Education Fund

opportunities for practice tak-

the state. To find an SAT

(FEF) has begun offering free

ing the SAT. Experience has

SAT

courses

shown that students who prac

visit the FEF website at

around the state. To structure

tice taking the SAT generally

its course offerings, the FEF

perform better on the actual

www.fl-educ-fd.org. contact
FEF Vice President Lyra

has gone directly to the source,

to the College Board, the enti-

examination.
The Florida Education

ty that develops and adminis-

Fund, established in 1984, is a

gan@fl-educ-fd.org. or call St.

ters the SAT nationwide. The

not-for-profit corporation with

Petersburg Junior College

College Board has provided

a statewide mission to provide

course curriculum and materi-

avenues

als and trained FEF teachers to

advancement for members of

offer

Preparation

preparation

to

educational

The FEFs SAT prepara-

are

offered

Preparation course near you,

Logan by phone at (305) 364-

3111 or via e-mail at Ho-

COE Director Ms. Tonjua

Williams at (727) 341-3537.

courses

throughout Florida.

When self-improvement is
discontinued the betterment of

man will end and impoverish-

Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

ment will begin.
Selfishness and ridicule is

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

at the source of our vices and

used as a weapon to distort our
soul and prevent us from form-

ing good habits
We tend to overestimate

those we like and underesti-

mate those we dislike.

1

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

are complacent about AIDS is

years into the AIDS epidemic,

that they believe it is no longer

many Americans have been

a serious illness. Many preven-

deluded into thinking that the

tion researchers believe that

crisis has passed, that the

such ideas are reinforced by

plague of our time is a man-

HTV drug company ads that

ageable disease with a cure just

show infected people looking

around the comer. Almost one

strong and healthy. The truth is

million Americans are now

that the drugs are incredibly

infected with HIV, current

debilitating for many. Some

drug therapies are actually fail-

have severe and life-threaten

ing for many and evidence is

ing side effects. In addition, the

mounting that the virus is mak-

virus is outsmarting the drugs:

ing a comeback.

resistance is a huge problem.
In Chicago, Bill Kurtis

In Investigative Reports:
AIDS In America: The Crisis

Continues,

premiering

on

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

investigates first-hand the rag-

ing epidemic in the inner cities
where ' today

A&E on Monday, July l6th,

of America

10-1 lpm ET/PT, viewers will

HIV/AIDS is hitting the hard-

travel from San Francisco’s

est. He visits Chicago’s public

gay neighborhoods, to Chica-

AIDS clinic and meets the

go’s public hospital, to Flori-

doctors and patients who are

da’s retirement communities,

fighting not just AIDS but also

to document the overwhelm-

poverty. IR also talks to hetero

ing sense of complacency

sexual

about AIDS.

including senior citizens who

The program also shows

men

and

women,

have never thought they were

why the drugs that were hailed

at risk for HIV. This is not a

as a potential cure in 1996

“gay disease,” not a “minority

have fallen short of expecta

disease.” Everyone who is sex-

tions. The documentary also

ually active is at risk.

follows the progress of a drug
discovery that began in the

Finally, this episode of

Investigative Reports recog-

rainforest of Malaysia. The

nizes that, with no cure in

story of the drug Calamolide A

hand, the onIy way to control

reflects the hope and disap

the epidemic right now is still

pointment that has plagued ali

through prevention.

researchers in their search for a

Investigative

Reports:

genuine and enduring cure for

AIDS In America: The Crisis

AIDS.

Continues is produced by Kur-

ST. PETERSBURG - Jan
Majewski has been appointed

Assistant Dean for Stetson
University College of Law’s

new

part-time

program,

announced Gary Vause, dean

of the law school.
As assistant dean, Majewski will serve as the chief

administrative officer for the
part-time program. Stetson

recently announced that it will

begin a part-time program.
The college expects to welcome its first entering class of
part-time students in August

2002.
“The part-time program is
specifically desi£ned for indi-

viduals who have wanted to

pursue a legal career, but fillJan Majewski

time work and family obliga-

the Leadership

Majewski earned his J.D.

. aspirations at bay. By expand-

Institute for Continuing Pro-

from George Washington University Law School in Wash-

tions have kept their career

completed

ing Stetson’s academic mis-

fessional Education at Har-

sion, we are able to reach these

vard, co-sponsored by Harvard

ington, D.C. and his B.A. in

people and help them realize

and Penn State Universities.

j ournalism/communications

their dreams,” commented

He is licensed to practice

law in Connecticut and Flori-

Majewski.

from the University of Bridge-

port in Connecticut.

Prior to joining Stetson,

da, serves on The Florida Bar’s

Stetson University College

Majewski served as senior

CLE Committee, has served as

of Law has educated and pre-

staff attorney for a national city

chair of the; CLE Section of the

pared lawyers for more than

attorney association in Washington, D.C.

American Association of Law

Schools (AALS), and is the

100 years. It is Florida’s first
and oldest law school, and

Majewski is a member of

president-elect nominee of the

offers programs for regional,

the Leadership Tampa Bay

Association for Continuing

state and national audiences.

class of 2000, and in 1996

Legal Education.

Inner-City Entrepreneurs
Get Schooled By The Pros
To Rebuild Their
Communities--------------------

San Francisco is where the

tis Productions for A&E Net-

epidemic began, almost exact-

work. Executive Producer for

ly 20 years ago. Amazingly,

Investigative Reports is Bill

LOS ANGELES -Latino,

catalyst for the program creat-

called upon the city’s leading

rates of infection are rising

Kurtis. Associate-Producer for

Asian and African-American

ed by professors from USC’s

real estate developers, bankers,

today. Many young gay men
believe their infection is

this documentary is Adriadne

Lusk Center for Real Estate,

architects and urban planners

Ducas. Producer is Molly

entrepreneurs from across the
United States were on the Uni-

Bedell and Kurtis Supervising

versity of Southern California

Producer is Nicole Ewing.

inevitable and fail to protect
themselves.
The lai'gest reason people

Environmental
Educators Get First
Look At FL Water
Services’ Guide —

the Mayor’s Office, the Goran

to. lend their technical exper-

tise, networking and team-

campus last week to learn the

munity
Redevelopment
Agency of Los Angeles and

fundamental real estate skills

volunteers from the private

students enrolled. It’s the only

needed to revitalize their inner

sector.

program of its kind in the

building skills to help the 28

city neighborhoods. “We teach

Students included former

them to run their spread sheets

heavyweight champion Buster

The program was founded

and structure their deals so

Mathis who heads a residential

on the belief that real estate

country.

they can reach their well-inten-

and commercial development

development is essential to the

tioned goals,” said Stuart

firm in Florida; Heriberto Bar-

economic growth and selfdetermination of any commu-

Gabriel, Ph.D., one of the

rios, an executive with the

founders of the Summer Pro-

National Farm Workers Ser-

nity, according to Gabriel, who

gram in Real Estate at USC.

vice Center in Oxnard, Calif,

is Director of the USC Lusk

Center for Real Estate.

It’s a challenge that has

with a goal to develop afford-

ORLANDO - Florida

state, is designed to aid teach-

been embraced successfully

able housing; and Los Angeles

The courses, taught by

Water Services, the state’s

ers in showing students how to

by recent graduates who can

real estate agent Patricia Lank-

USC faculty and other real

largest investor-owned water

conserve and preserve Hori-

lay claim to building a high

and wastewater utility, un-

ford who became a mother at

estate experts, included real

da’s unique and precious water

school

starting

age 13, graduated from college

estate finance, financial analy-

veiled its Water Foundations

resources. The guide includes

affordable housing in subur-

and now works with a non-

sis, investment modeling, mar-

Teachers Guide to eiiviron-

complete lesson plans and

ban Los Angeles and building

profit women’s group to create

ket analysis, real estate law,

mental educators from across

resources for grades K-12 with

a shopping center in an area

housing in the inner-city.

project design and site devel-

Florida at the League of Envi-

activities intended to spark stu-

devastated by the city’s 1992

ronmental Educators in Flori-

dents’ interest in Florida’s

riots. That civil unrest was the

da (LEEF) annual conference

water resources.

in Leesburg.

LEEF is made up of indi-

groups.
courses

NEW YORK - Twenty

MajeWski Named Dean For
Stetson University College OS
LaW's NeW Part-Time Program

Florida Water’s

parent

company, ALLETE' Water

viduals, institutions and agen-

Services, also is the holdin£

cies committed to environ-

company for Heater Utilities,

mental education. Its mission

North Carolina’s largest inves-

is to increase community

tor-owned water and waste-

involvement, with the environ

water company; U.S. Mainte-

ment through education.

nance and Management; In-

The Water Foundations

strumentation Services, Inc.;

Teachers Guide, created by

and America’s water Services

Florida Water specifically for

Corporation.

use in classrooms across the

in

Watts,

The Lusk Center faculty

opmenL

“Men, for years now, have been talking
about war and peace. But now no longer can
theyjust talk about it. It is no longer a choice
between violence and nonviolence in this
world, if’s nonviolence or nonexistence. ” Dr. M.L. King, Ji;, on April 16,1963
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on Tiptoe: Gentle
Steps To Freedom

Rambling
With

Charles Howard
"Yesterday has gone, fprget it.

So don't wait on it."

896-2152

SICK AND SHUT-INS
Again, we would like to
share with you the sick and
shut-ins. We take a visit to St.
Mark Missionary Baptist
Church, 1301 37th St. S', St

Petersburg, where the pastor is
Rev. Brian K. Brown and First
Lady is Stephanie Brown.
Sick and shut-ins are as
follows: Virginia Bamswell,
Carrie Bell, Laura Clark, Rosa
Claytor, Charlotte Fillmore,
Ruth Gray, Roberta Griffin,
Annie Jenkins, Susie Knight,
Marvin Gibson, George Graham, Abraham Riley and Douglas Rogers.
On the prayer list: Ruthie
Evans, Thelma Clayton and
her brother-in-law, Jimmie
King, the father of Earlene
Wingfield, Elisha Black, the
sister of Patricia Dandy, Linda
Brown, Daniel Moigan, John
Parham, the husband of Juanita Parham, Robert Williams,
brother of the Williams family,
the mother of Lonnie Walker,
Rose White and Billie and
Ronald, Robert Dowdell,
Daisy Barkley, Ava Dula, the
mother of D'Andrea Dula,
Gardner Hillis Williams, Evelyn Fletcher, Minnie Franklin,
Bertha Riley, the family of
Mable Brown, Christopher
Holloway, the father and step
mother of Carolyn Macon
(Moses and Fanie Lodkey),
Susie McNeal, Morian Bell,
sister of Pearlie Williams and
Mamie
Groffin,
Annie
McCrea and family, Mary Lee
Williams,
Willie
Maa
williams, Marvin Gibson,
Samuel Sanders, Carrie Bell,
Alma Jackson, Brenda Martin
and
Sharon
Harrington
(daughters of Mamie Griffin
and Norris Cotton.
Others: Cleveland Johnson, Jr., and Dr. Fred Alsup.

CHICAGO CALLER
Twas nice hearing from
Dr. Fred Frederick of East
Chicago. IL, last Tuesday
noon. He informed me that he
had fallen and broken his hip,
so he's on the mend. He's been
community doing volunteer
work for "CANS", Chicago
Alliance for Neighborhood
Safety, Chairman of the Board
for SSTOP, South Shore Tenant Ownership Project with the
Police Dept., District of Chicago, the Court Advocate Pro
gram, Board of Directors for
Rainbow Beach Park and
Board of Directors for Charles
A. Hayes Postal Service. Fred
attends South Shore Patrick
j Church where the Rev. Alvin
A. Bridges is pastor. Fred sings
in the Gospel Choir. He is the
; brother of our own Ruby
Shannon of this city. Let us
pray for Fred's immediate

ALL ARTICLES
SUBMITTED
MUST BE
TYPEWRITTEN
OR NEATLY
PRINTED

Please
Submit Your
Letters To

The Weekly
Challenger
@ 2500 9th

Street. SO.

St. Pete

recovery.

* ***

ELKS LODGE SUNSHINE CITY #255
1331 l8th Ave. S. Had
guests from Baltimore, Clear
water, Tampa came sat for the
Sunday night Jam Session
with Phil Hill and Co. Guests
included the Exalted and
Daughter Ruler from Baltimore, several daughters from
Clearwater and a brother Elk
from Tampa. Enterainers were
Clarance, Leroy, Maximo,
Calvin, Obie and Edgar
Wilcox, who sang "Misty" and
'Tve Often Been Told".
Little Jake, who always
gives a dynamic performance,
has a golden hot record release
new CD "Not A Chance In A
Million". The Elks jumps on
Sunday night. Richard Rober
son, Exalted Ruler, and Emma
Lee, Daughter Ruler.
PHILADELPHIA CALL
Twas so nice talking with
my "sister friend" last Thursday night at l0:30ish. Patricia
Williams Pat) calIed checking
and to chat Pat and I had not
corresponded in a couple of
months because it's said that
I'm never home. This is partly
true, because I'm always
"Rambling" or busy doing
something or traveling some
place. She says the boys are
fine. They were together in one
of the rooms set-up with a
computer, sound systems and
all the interesting things that
teena£eboys enjoy. Due to the
high cost of living, it is more
economical rather than run
ning air conditioners in all
rooms at one time. "Tell me
about it" Billy and John are
home for the summer,
excelling so well in their studies they have summer free
time on their hands. Knowing
Pat, there's not that much free
time. Some of it is used wisely,
you know what I mean? Hand
in there, Pat. We all love you.
She asked about all of our SL
Pete friends and relatives.

"However, I consider my life
worth nothing to me, ifonly I
mayfinish the race (with joy)
and complete the task the
Lord Jesus has given me-the
task oftestifying to the gospel
ofGod's grace. For I have not
hesitated to proclaim to you
the whole will ofGod Keep
watch over yourselves and all
the flock ofwhich the Holy
Spirit has made you over
seers. Be shepherds ofthe
Church ofGod, which He
bought with His own blood " Acts 20:24,27,28.
UNTIL NEXT WEEK,
JUMP TO IT!

SAVE
WATER

Terrye Bradley Appointed
Chief OS Partnerships For FL
Dept. OS Juvenile Justice
TALLAHASSEE - Secretaiy W. G. “Bill” Bankhead of
the Florida Department of
Juvenile Justice announced
recently the appointment of
Terrye Bradley as the new
Chief of Partnerships. Her role
is to work in communities
throughout Florida to encourage and nurture partnerships
that help prevent juvenile
crime.
Partnerships can be with, a
variety of organizations and
individuals, including law
enforcement, businesses, faithbased organizations, schools,
art groups, community groups,
sports leagues, mentors, parents and volunteers. Current
partnerships include juvenile
justice boards and councils.
Florida Business Partners for
Juvenile Justice Inc., and the

Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,

NEW YORK - Joseph
Shabalala had a dream. Amidst
the oppression of apartheid,
the leader of the South African
singing group Ladysmith
Black Mambazo had a vision
of a new kind of music, and
brought harmonies of joy and
freedom to the world against
overwhelming odds.
Nominated for an Academy Award® this year in the
Documentary Short Subject

category, the ‘Cinemax Reel
Life” presentation On Tiptoe:
Gentle Steps To Freedom
chronicles Shabalala’s triumph
when it debuts exclusively on
Cinemax. Part of a ‘Cinemax
Reel Life” double feature, the
special is preceded by “Curtain
Call,” also nominated this year
for an Oscar® in the Documentary Short Subject category-

Other playdate: July 17
(6:l0am).

From producer and director Eric Simonson, producer
Leelai Demoz and co-producer Corinne Marrinan, On Tiptoe: Gentle Steps to Freedom
is a poignant and uplifting profile of Ladysmith before and
after their internationally
acclaimed performance on
Paul Simon’s “Graceland.”
Dubbed “isicathamiya,” or “on
tiptoe,” , Shabalala’s unique
hybrid of traditional South
African music styles - and
some unlikely Western influences - boasts as extraordinary,
rich history. The music’s
diverse sources inctude traditional Zulu sohgs and dances,
as well as imitations of sounds
Shabalala’s grandfather made
while playing with him and his
brothers.
Ladysmith’s roots date
back more than a century,
when black male miners were

taken from their homes to
work in the mines. Returning
home, they brought with them
a tradition of music-making
that evolved into fiercely contested Saturday night competitions lasting through the night.
Stomping was replaced by tip
toeing in an effort to convince
authorities the groups were not
fighting.
Eric Simonson makes documentary directorial debut
with On Tiptoe: Gentle Steps
to Freedom. Along with Leelai
Demoz and Corinne Marrinan,
he spent two years following
the group over three continents
to create this unique chronicle.
Says Simonson, ‘On TipToe is
meant to be a reflection of the
perils, joys and complexities of
world culture at the dawn of
the 21st century. It is also a test
ament to the power and universality of music.”

Goodwill-Suncoast
Opens First Of Three
Regional Superstores
ST. PETERSBURG
Goodwill Industries-Suncoast,
Inc. opened the fust of three
25,000-square-foot Goodwill
signature stores in Ocala,
Florida on Monday, July 2nd,
with identical stores opening
by Spring of 2002 in Brandon
and Lakeland.
The Ocala store, at 2830
S.W. 27th Avenue, has a prime
location adjacent to Paddock
Mall. Employing more than 60
retail and donation processing
associates, it is stocked with
75,000 pieces of “gently used”
men’s, women’s and children’s
clothing, as well as furniture,
housewares, small appliances,
televisions, toys, books and
more.
Following the model of
successful super-retailers such
as Best Buy and Walgreen’s,
Goodwill-Suncoast is counting on its laiger standalone
stores - strategically positioned in busy retail corridors to generate significant increases in sales, provide more fund-

ing for Goodwill’s numerous standalone stores. Goodwillhuman services programs and Suncoast’s new stores, howevenable the nonprofit to serve er, are unique, not only in
more people in its lO-county upscale appearance, but in
region. Last year, Goodwill- their development.
Suncoast provided services to
The mission of Goodwill
more than 30,000 people, Industries-Suncoast is to
many of whom are disabled or improve the quality of life for
disadvantaged.
people with disabilities or
Other large Goodwill other barriers to employment
organizations in the United by providing them tools to
States, including Goodwill achieve self-sufficiency.
Industries of the Columbia
Goodwill-Suncoast, based
Willamette in Portland, Ore. in St. Petersburg, Fla., serves a
and Goodwill Industries of ten-county region and is the
Southeastern Wisconsin in largest nonprofit organization
Milwaukee, Wisc., have expe- in Central Florida,
rienced success with larger-

PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.
For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

Faith Community Network.
ing youth,” Bankhead said.
In announcing her appoint- “Terrye is here to remind
ment, Bankhead said, “Brad- Floridians that a business perley understands the wonderful son who shares job skills, a
benefits that can be achieved coach who shares the value of
by working together with teamwork, a tutor who keeps
communities and families to someone from failing or a
help our sons and daughters mentor who gives words of
stay crime-free and drug-free. encouragement can be the
She has the positive commit- most important contributions
ment and energy to help create for keeping a boy or girl from
productive partnerships that sliding into trouble. Basically,
will benefit young people.
she is my recruiter. She will
‘The nature of her job is need a lot of Floridians step
such that she can’t do it alone. forward and ask, ‘How can I
Last year, DJJ volunteers help?’”
Bradley is part of the
donated 613,777 hours of ser
vices. The best solutions flow Department’s Prevention and
from citizens giving their time Victim Services Branch. She
and hearts to the cause of help- supervises a staff that includes

to

19 partnership coordinators
and 26 Americorps VISTA
mentoring coordinators working in the Department’s 20
local circuits. Prior to joining
the Department, Bradley
served as vice president of
administration and chief operating officer for a multi-site,
community-based primary
care organization. She is coowner of a consulting and
training firm specializing in
non-profit organizations, and
has extensive experience in
grant writing, board training
and program development for
non-profit organizations. A
native Floridian, she lived in
St. Petersburg for the past 25
years.

A.A.V.R.E.C. Meets With
School Board Members
League, located at

ST. PETERSBURG -The

333 31st

African American Voter
Street North.
The general topic is Let’s
Research and Education Committee and concerned citizens
Take A Look at the Future of
will meet with School Board
Education in St. Petersburg,
member, Jane Galluci in the
focusing on school choice and
third of seven planned meet- , desegregation issues. The program is limited to the first 25
ings with school board mem
people to call Vyrle Davis at
bers on Thursday, July 12,
327-2027 or Adella Jemison at
2001 at 12 noon at the Urban

327-9925.

Persons who cannot attend
the meeting on July 12th and
would be interested in attending a future meeting, the dates
are July 25th - Lee Benjamin,
August 2nd - Dr. Max Gesswek, August 8th - Carol Cook
and August 22nd - Tom Todd.

READ ANEWSPAPER
EVERY PAY

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4PM
MONDAY

WOODIES
HAT BOX

SPRING HATS
ARE HERE
655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

Nhtidnrl Beauty Cultures' League Inc . Or. Whndr J Nelson. Phesidehi
25 ldbRm Circle, nw dhshimbtdh oc 20DG5 telephone I2D21332-2695
WWW.NIGl.NET

Nhtidnrl Hair Designers Guild. Or. Clhrr Wehster. Chairperson
260 Butler Drue Htdndrie. tfl 70084 telephone 1504143S 74B4
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ruMd»y, M, 31"...
Student Day...

Premier of the 2001 Trend Release

\------

NHDG Guild Night...
x eon t wanna ma the Guld Shows Presentaton!;

Jj.

must respect the past, remembering tnai'

once it was all that was humanly possible.
-George Santay^A

And the Winners are

Tuesday, July 31, 2001 ~ Hyatt Regency Hotel ~ Miami, Florida
At the NBCL 82nd Annual ConVention, Institute & Tradeshow

l3lBlBlBlBlBJglBIBlSlBJBlBJglBlglBlBIBlglEUBlBlglgignl°rl
s

SE ear EssenCe
TOTAL HAIR CARE
Extension Weaving and Braiding

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT

Terrye Bradley

Competition Time...

We must welcome the future, remetufterr.
ing that soon it will be the past; andfat

328-7189
328-7289

★ Professional Masters Competition - “Day & Evening Look" -

St
I,

Competition Directors - BJ Staggs & Bennie Lewis

★ Professional Hair Weaving Competition - $50F$100

i
I
i

1
i

TUES.-THURS..9 AM-10 PM'
• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM

Competition Director - DorcIhy -la<es

★ Professional Fantasy Competition - $100/*S150
Competition Directors - Johnnie Smith & Barbara Edmonds

★ For non-NBCL Rorrtbrs - Join NBCL Today MU

It’s Beauty School Students Day >

Student “Day to Hair By Night" Competition - S20 day/$20 night

> Student Barter “Consumer Cut’ Competition - $20
> Student Nail 'Clear to Art By Nails” Competition - $20 clear/S20 art
> Student Fantasy Competition - $50
School with the most students at ' Beauty School Student bay” Competition
> School with the most students in Competition

- AVAXK-INS WELCOME -

I

AND

1

Competition Directors - Patncia Watkins S Johnnie Smith
To join NBCL or for more informaion on NHDG GuM Mght, Specific Compertons, and/or the NBCL Convention.
Rease return this form to: NBCL Headquarters - 25 Logan Crde. NW - Washington DC 20005
O* cd (202) 332-2695 or (504) 436-7484 or visit us on the web at www nta net

I
Address:______________________________________

(727) 419-1509

Teephone ;A/C) -ome___________________________

!

ta faiB]^BIalglgIgiBfaiE!JBIBnglt3JBJBJgfgIBlBIBfBIBigJB]

t
V

00

General Competbon D'rector - Podia Butierf eld

★ Professional Nail Art Competition - $45/595
★ Professional Barber Competition - $45/*$95

!

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

11

City. State, Zip:.

Business:

Please send more mformaoor as ndtcated
ProfessioraI Competitions__ Styist “Masters* ___ NaiIAd __ Barber ___ Weaving ___ Fantasy
__ N5CL Convention ___NHDG Guild Night ___ Beauty SchooI Awards
student Competrt ons
Da/ to hair By Night . 'Consumer Cut Barber'Clear to Art 3y halt* Fantasy
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New Orleans Artist And
Entrepreneur Designs Kool Mardi
Gras Celebration Pack-------------------

Andre Greenwood

NEW ORLEANS Mardi Gras has never looked
so good, thanks to the artistic
talent of 30-year-old New
Orleans artist and entrepreneur
Andre Greenwood. For the
second year in a row, Greenwood was commissioned to
design the special edition
Mardi Gras overwrap for
Louisville, Kentucky-based
Brown & Williamson Tobacco’s KOOL brand cigarettes.
Greenwood’s stoiy is one
of hard work and vision. An
honor graduate of Southern
University at New Orleans,
Greenwood has a dual degree
in Marketing and Transporta
tion Logistics and a minor in
Commercial Art. He is currently working toward an MBA at
the University of New
Orleans, focusing on Intemational Business and Market-

ing.
Greenwood is the president and owner of Icono-

Graphx, Incorporated, a mar
keting, graphics design, and
contract printing company.
Always looking for growth
potential, Greenwood chose to
focus on these three disciplines
because he felt they offered an
excellent opportunity to
expand into emerging markets,
particularly the African-American small business community. “New Orleans has such an
interesting, diverse culture that
I feel is perfect for my business
and for me, personally. The
African-American community, in particular, continues to be
incredibly supportive of my
work and my visions of
growth,” said Greenwood.
He has already enjoyed
quite a bit of success. Greenwood was responsible for the
conceptualization, production
and distribution of the official
poster for the New Orleans
Jazz and Heritage Festival, a
poster that is traditionally

shipped to jazz and art lovers
all over the world. In just four
years, Greenwood and IconoGraphx took sales of the limit
ed-edition posters from
$650,000 to $1.4 million.
His most recent artwork
includes the new, festive,
KOOL pack overwraps. Last
year, Brown & Williamson
launched its first-ever KOOL
Mardi Gras celebration pack
and chose Greenwood to
design it. The company was so
pleased with the results that
KOOL Designer cont’d 3/1 g8
pleased with the results that
Greenwood was commissioned to design the 2001 ver
sion. “We asked Andre to
design the overwrap for us
again this year because last
year was such an overwhelming success and because he
exemplifies the unique spirit of
Mardi Gras as an individual
and as a businessman,” noted
Julita Nord, assistant brand

Connecting
The Chain Of
Survival-------

manager for KOOL. “His
designs are always so eyeST. PETERSBURG catching and striking. We are
American Heart Association
delighted to be working with
initiatives to increase sudden
him again.”
cardiac arrest survival rate.
The overwrap has a colorWhen someone goes into
ful, diverse look featuring parsudden cardiac arrest, the ideal
tygoers dancing in the street
lifesaving model is the “chain
and on a balcony. This special
of survival”. It begins with
pack will be available only - someone recognizing the
during Mardi Gras, and only at
warning signs and then immeretail outlets in the New
diately calling 911.
Orleans area and at selected
The second step is for
bars and nightclubs, where
someone to immediately dethey will be available to smokliver cardiopulmonary resusciers aged 21 and older to sam
tation (CPR).
ple. Greenwood’s art also will
And, the third critical step
be featured on posters and
is early defibrillation. This
other point of sale materials as
requires an automated external
part of the KOOL brand mar
defibrillator (AED), which
keting campaign in retail
measures and analyzes the
stores.
heart rhythm, and delivers an
“I had such a great experielectric shock to the heart, if
ence last year with the KOOL needed.
pack overwrap design, I was
The final step is to get early
thrilled to be asked to woik on advanced emergency care.
it again this year,” said Green“Sudden cardiac arrest
wood, “I really enjoy being claims about 220,000 Ameriable to give Mardi Gras a fresh cans each year,” says Mark
look with this project.”
Swanson, M.D., president of
In addition to his work the American Heart Associa
with the KOOL pack designs tion's Florida/Puerto Rico
and the New Orleans Jazz and Affiliate.
Heritage Festival, Greenwood
Sudden cardiac arrest is
has worked with such notables most often caused by yentricuas Coca-Cola, Essence Music lar fibrillation, a rapid, uncoorFestival,
dinated quivering of the heart’s
“I feel like I’ve truly been
lower chambers. This prevents
blessed so far in my career. I the heart from pumping blood
look forward to continuing my effectively.
work here in New Orleans and
“In most areas of the counto expanding my business try, only 5 percent of sudden
internationally The people of cardiac arrest victims survive.
New Orleans, especially the The American Heart AssociaAfrican-American communi- tion estimates that at least
ty, have been incredibly sup- 50,000 lives could be saved
portive of my efforts. I am each year by strengthening the
lucky to be able to do what I chain of survival,” says Swanlove and in such a great place
as New Orleans.”

son.
The American Heart Asso
ciation is involved on many
levels in strengthening the
chain of survival. The association’s Operation Heartbeat is a
national community-based initiative launched in 1998 to
increase public awareness and
support for emergency care
and strengthen the chain of
survival throughout the nation.
Another of the association’s initiatives is the Emergency Cardiovascular Care
program, that provides basic
and advanced resuscitation
training to individuals and
medical professionals.
The American Heart Asso
ciation science and research
initiatives promote discovery,
interpretation and communication of cardiovascular science
that also contributes to the
chain of survival.
For information about
emergency care activities, contact your nearest American
Heart Association office, call
1-877-AHA-4CPR or visit
www.americanheart.org.
The American Heart
Association spent about $327
million during fiscal year
1998-99 on research support,
public and professional education, and community programs. With more than 3 million volunteers, the American
Heart Association is the largest
voluntary health organization
fighting heart disease, stroke
and other cardiovascular diseases, which annually kill
more than 950,000Americans.

Tampa To Get
$6 Million
For Youth
Program-----—
open by fall 2001. The local
school system and NeXsteps
are also key players in the program which hopes to provide
all enrolled youth, particularly
those who are out of school,
the necessary skills and work
experience to transition into
adulthood, the workforce or
further education and training.
Youth Opportunity grants
direct funding to local organi
zations to provide services for
both in-school and out-ofschool youth from high-poverty areas. Services vary depending on local need, but many
programs include GED classes, remedial education, dropout prevention, college preparation and vocational training
as well as sports, recreation
and cultural activities. Local
grantees work closely with
corporations, local govemment, religious organizations
and other non-profits to offer
the most comprehensive range
of services possible.
The 36 grants range from
$783,000 to $11 million.
Girls Club, Urban League and Twenty four of the grants are
Corporation to Develop Com- for urban areas, six are for rural
munities of Tampa, three per- areas, and six are for Native
manent YO! Centers are open American sites.
and four more are expected to

TAMPA - Tampa Youth
Opportunity will get $6 million to continue the Hillsborough CountyTampa Youth
Opportunity
Movement’s
local outreach program for atrisk youth. The grant is one of
36 announced recently by Secretary of Labor Elaine L.
Chao, speaking before the 69th
Annual Meeting of the U.S.
Conference of Mayors in
Detroit A total of $204 million
was awarded nationally for
youth programs.
‘These grants are early
intervention funds to build our
21st century workforce,” Chao
said. “For our country to have
the prepared workforce it
needs, we can’t afford to let atrisk youths slip through our
fingers.”
The YO! Program, which
stands for Youth Opportunity,
serves youth between the ages
of 14 and 21 who reside in the
Empowerment Zone/Enterprise Community area of
Tampa. Through partnership
with the YMCA Boys and

If You Think You Have
A Good Story or Article
- Please Send It To
The Weekly Challenger

+■

How the Publix Baby Club® works.
If you haye a baby under 24 months or you’re pregnant now, you’re

eligibIe for the absolutely free Publix Baby Club.® Sign up and in about four
to six weeks you’ll receive coupons for all sorts of free stuff: coupons for

They’ll outgrow rattles, diapers and
sounds such as “baba-gfalri-sapa?

free baby products, more members-onIy coupons, a free newsletter—
even membership itself is free. First-time parents will also receive a heIp-

ful book from the American Academy of Pediatrics, Caring For Your Baby

And Young Child. It’s our way of saying welcome to our famiIy. Hopefully
we’ll make the pregnancy-through-24 months time a IrttIe easier

After 24 months theyll also
outgrow the Publix Baby Club?

Now about those coupons for free products.
Four to six weeks after you join the PubIix Baby Club,® we’ll send you

coupons for free products. These aren’t triaI sizes, mind you. They’re the

real full-sized products. And as we mentioned before, first-time parents
will also receiye that great book from the American Academy of
Pediatrics. Your compIete guide to inyaIuable medical and chiId-rearing
adyice for children from birth to age 5.

Free news hy way of the free newsletter.
The PubIix Baby Club* newsletter is a colorful and exciting way to get
some heIpful hints. EVery few months you’II receive our newsletter packed

with oodles of practical tips and important information on baby care and
famiIy Iife.

How about some coupons, too?
We figure you could always use coupons for other products throughout
the store, right? So, as one more incentiye to join the Publix Baby Club?
we’II send you coupons to saVe you money on Iots of PubIix and national

brand items.

Dia we mention this was free?
We think you’Ve got the hint. But just so you know, Publix Baby CIub®
membership is absoluteIy free.The only thing you need to haVe going for

you is a chiId younger than 24 months or be an expectant parent. Just

visit the baby aisle in your neighborhood Publix for all the enrollment

information you’II need, and join today. And again, welcome to our family.

Number and type of coupons and items in welcome package may change without notice.
Book available for first-time parents only.

t

I

VC

Where shOpping is a pleasure.®

PubIix.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Stomp - Coining To The Tampa
Bay Performing Arts Center

Coca-Cola Presents The ESSENCE Music FestivaI 2001
July 5, 6 and 7 at the Louisiana Superdome

SUPERLOUNGE PERFORMERS
saiii

TAMPA - STOMP, the
phenomenal runs with one

■

North American touring com-

pany, the New York compa-

1

ny’s continuous sellout run at

The Orpheum Theatre, now in

ffi

its eighth year, and the San
Francisco company, which has

1
Carl Thomas

Brenda Russell

settled

Jeffrey Osborne

into

the

Marines

Memorial Theatre for an open-

ended run. STOMP’s intema-

tional

engagements

have

included appearances at Lon-

don’s Royal Festival Hall, The

Acropolis in Athens and limit
ed engagements in Asia and

South America.
STOMP has been an over

hP

The Dells

Steel Pulse

Stomp

whelming success marked by

Earl Klugh

rave

Coca-Cola Presents The ESSENCE Music Festival 2001
July 5, 6 and 7 at the Louisiana Superdome

MAIN-STAGE PERFORMERS

reviews,

numerous

side its live stage show - on a

beautiful noise in the strangest

conventional

awards, celebrated appear-

cut on Quincy Jones’ CD “Q

places,” declares USA Today.

instruments - dustbins, tea

percussion

ances on the 1996 Oscar tele-

Jook Joint” (for which they

The

Times

chests, plastic bags, plungers,

cast and 1998 Emmy telecast,

received a Grammy nomina-

exclaims: “Electrifying! Tri

boots, hub caps - to fill the

an Academy Award nomina-

tion), the well-received sound-

tion for the short film Brooms

umphs in the infinite variety of
the human experience.” A phe-

compelling and unique acts to

Los

Angeles

stage with one of the most

■ fRa

by STOMP co-creators/direc-

track for the film Tank Girl,
and in the Academy Award-

Bashing,

arrive in Tampa for a long

Wi

tors Luke Cresswell and Steve

nominated short live action

crashing, banging and kicking

time. STOMP’s appeal is uni-

McNicholas, an Emmy Award

film, Brooms, which was fea-

- a joyous invention!” says the

versal; it attracts an audience

for their 45-minute HBO spe-

tured at the Sundance Film

Chicago Tribune.

ranging from “kids to grannies

Destiny’s Child

Maze featuring Frankie Beverly

•P’S

Eric Benet

Joe

Teena Marie

is sure to attract thousands to.
the Convention Center, offering a multitude of Afrocentric
arts and crafts, clothing, books,

women. Published by Essence
Communications Partners, it is
the leading source of cuttingedge information relating to

Jeffrey

unique gift items. Festival sou-

every area of African-Ameri-

Yolanda Adams, The Whispers

Osborne, Earl Klugh, King

venirs and down-home New

can women’s lives. For 31

and Many More to Perform.

Solomon Burke, Steel' Pulse,

Orleans cuisine.

years, Essence has celebrated

NEW ORLEANS - Des
tiny’s Child, Maze featuring
Frankie Beverly, Jill Scott, Joe,
Kelly Price, Teena Marie,

Steve Harvey, Eric Benet,

popular Superlounges feature
-the hottest in world rhythms
and old-school grooves. Per
formers are Carl Thomas,

Brenda

Russell,

It is also

Coca-Cola Presents The

strokin’ Clarence Carter, The

where patrons will be able to

personal achievement, chroni-

Essence Music Festival 2001,

Dells, Tower of Power, Bilal,

meet and greet their favorite

cled social movement, docu-

the Fourth of July weekend’s

The Roots and Patti Austin.

celebrities.

mented struggles, showcased

premier “Party With a Pur-

Many more exciting main-

pose,” returns to New Orleans

stage

be

year, The Coca-Cola Compa

and illustrated the incredible

July 5-7 with a star-studded

announced in the coming

ny is the Festivals title sponsor.

journey of a resilient and

musical lineup. The seventh

weeks, along with a night-by-

The event is also sponsored in

splendid race.

consecutive festival features

night breakdown of artist per-

part by Chevrolet; Microsoft;

icons of the music industry,

fofmances.

Nokia; Pro-Line; makers of

performers

will

For the fourth consecutive

bringing the best in R&B, hip-

Inside the Ernest N. Mori-

hop, world rhythms, jazz and

al Convention Center, the

Beautifid

rap music to the Louisiana

Empowerment Seminars will

Southwest Airlines (the official

Superdome. This year’s main-

be in session daily from Thurs-

Festival airline). In addition,

stage performers include Des

day, July 5, through Saturday,

the U. S- Army Reserve Offi

tiny’s Child, Maze featuring

July 7. Informative panels

cers’Training Corps (ROTC)

Frankie Beverly, Jill Scott, Joe,

showcase

will be on hand to provide

Kelly Price, Teena Marie,

African-American scholars,

information on college schol-

comedian-actor Steve Harvey,

artists, authors and business,

arships.

Erie Benet, Yolanda Adams

political, religious and social,

and The Whispers.

leaders.

Converted into intimate

the

genius

of

Soft & Beautiful and Soft &
Botanicals;

and

Festival. Cresswell andMcNi-

The young and hip per-

TV appearances ranging from

cholas scored the ShowTime

formers “make a rhythm out of

‘The Late Show with David

film Riot, which aired in April

anything we can get our hands

STOMP is presented in

Letterman” to “Mister Rogers’

1997, and created HBO’s

on that makes a sound,” says

Tampa by the Tampa Bay Per-

Neighborhood,” five intema-

STOMP Out Loud, winner of a

co-founder/director

Luke

forming Arts Center and Flori-

tional touring companies, and

1998 Emmy Award. Most

Cresswell. Synchronized stiff-

da Theatrical Association and

a series of award-winning

recently, STOMP joined the

bristle brooms become a

plays July 10-15, 2001. The

national commercials. The

Sesame Street Muppets in

sweeping

eight-member

percussion

exploring the world of music

Zippo lighters flip open and

as follows: Tuesday, Wednes-

groups have caused a roaring

and rhythm in an exclusive-to-

closed to create a fiery fugue;

day, and Thursday at 7:30pm,

sensation at every one of its
groundbreaking appearances

video release of“Let’s Make

wooden poles thump and

Friday

Music”.

clack in a rhythmic explosion.
STOMP uses everything but

and 9pm, and Sunday at 3 and

The Essence Marketplace

talist Doc Powell released his

p8M0

Doc PowelI

LOS ANGELES - Gram
my-nominated jazz instrumen

Out

and comes to the Tampa Bay

Critics and audiences have

Performing Arts Center from

raved: “STOMP is a sureffire

July 10-15,2001.

crowd pleaser with a rock-and-

STOMP has made its
unique presence known out-

roll heart,” proclaims The New
York Times. “STOMP finds

If You Think You Have
A Good Story or Article
- Please Send It To
The Weekly Challenger
READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

WE Welcome your letters
TO THE EDITOR

orchestra;

eight

to bank managers,” according
to Cresswell..

performance schedule will be

at

8pm, Saturday at 5

7pm.

uea

JiyyyyuuUulTdl

WANTED
Bartender
Southside Veteran
Club
896-4122

nent magazine for Black

gy,

collection,

A devout man and a spirit-

“Life

ed artist, Powell has a new-

Changes”, on April 10 mark-

found understanding of life

ing his debut for Samson

and ambitiously attempts to

■pH|

"PreseCs. ♦ ♦

IJJ

COMMUNITY
|“. BILLBOARD

Recordings.

This sixth solo

share his revelations through

album from the cool-toned

musical etchings. Soulful, inti-

guitarist was preceded by the

mate, festive, emotive, rich,

smooth jazz single, “Brother

To Brother”, a mellifluous duet

complex and inviting, Powell
has broadened and adeptly

featuring Patrice Rushen’s

chiseled his muse with the

warm acoustic piano nuances

tools ofjazz, R&B, gospel, and

and Powell’s slick guitar riffs.

swing.

Comprised of ten composi-

Powell is a gifted live per-

tions and three mood-setting

former and plans are presently

interludes, Powell arranged

being made for him to lead his

and produced the disc and

band out unto the summer

wrote eight of the selections.

concert stages.

iWOnhk

DIANE HUGHES: 5am-10am Total Praise M-F. With the best in
inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

BONESHAKER: 10am-2pm with your adult favorites and good
conversation to guide you through your midday.

UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 2pm-6pm music to bring you home
from your work drive has adult music, traffic and interviews with
St. Pete leaders.
E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wina down
from a long day.

TONY CHARLES: 9pm-2am take you back home with your current favorite blues and greatest oldies.

For AdvErtisIng CALL
Donza Drummond, SaLes Manager

• "The Blast" Fund Raiser DanCe,
Sat., Juiy 7th, 9pm untii, Knights of
Columbus Club, 1720 Central Ave.

727-821-9947

or

Please Support Our Paper
By Supporting Our Advertisers

• East Meets West Fruit Festival, Sat.,
July 7th & Sun., July 8th, 10am-4pm,
Sunken Gardens, 1825 Fourth St. N.
For info, call 551-3100.

• Auditions for "Hair", Sun., July 8th,
5-9pm, and Mon., July 9th, 7-10pm,
MCDonald Training Center, 5420 W.
Cypress St., Tampa. Info: (813) 7866291

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

.

ra

r.

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

t
r

..A,.BLJLJLJLJLJLJI i H mJ

Star 16
FEATURING

«■
5

Ron Hennis or Bill Foster J

With more than 7 million

"Life Changes" For The
Inspired Doc Powell —
M
91

STOMP

readers, Essence is the preemi-

nightclub settings, the four

new

beauty, defined and set trends

show!

Loud,

cial
f

nomenal

• Police AuCtion, Sat., July 7th start
ing at 8am. Registration at 7:30am.
For info, call 893-7560.
For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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Church
NeW Philadelphia
Community ——The joy and praise and of
worshipping God in the beauty of holiness will be celebrat
ed at New Philadelphia on
Sunday at mid-moming service. In recognition of how far
God has brought us as a
church family will be focus of
devotion, testimony and song.
All members are requested to
be present for this joyful service of celebratory praise!
Truths which make us free
will be proclamation focus for
month of July. The pastoral
ministry will give sermonic
offerings each Sunday. The
Reverend James Calvin will
be messenger on Sunday.
James BoIden, minister of
music, will lead church family

in praise and devotion.
Members desiring to
become involved in present
ministries or interested jn starting new ones can make it
known on Mission Sunday of
this month. A review and evaluation of all ministries will be
summarized during midmoming worship on fifth Sunday.
Pastor wilI commence
teaching a class in Bible
Prophecy during summer
months. Members interested
should contact Pastor by third
Sunday in July. All study materials will be furnished by Pastor. Persons enrolled must
bring Bibles.

Pastor Hardy along with
the Bethel family extends an
invitation for all to join us this
Sunday, as we celebrate Class
Leader’s Day. Sister Maria
Scruggs, president of the Class
Leader’s Council has invited
.The Honorable Frank Peterman. Jr., as the speaker. This
celebration will take place during the morning worship ser
vice at l0:30am. The theme
chosen “Real Power Comes
by Faith, Working and Doing
the Will of God.”
Representative Peterman
represents district 55 in St.
Petersburg. He is Director of
Public Affairs, Juvenile Alternative Services Program of St.
Petersburg. He is married to
June Kicklighter, the father of

The Pastors, officers and
O let us worship and bow
members of Emmanuel would down! We thank God for a
like to thank their many family new month, and once again
members, as well as friends here at Emmanuel, we invite
who worshiped with us at our you and yours to worship with
Founder’s Day worship ser- ; us. For eveiy second Sunday is
vice.
Youth Day. Please bring your
A special thanks to The young ones to share in this
Rev. George Clarke, III and his great experience in the Lord!
family for sharing with us, ‘for Come see the youth in action.
the Word will not return void’. Pastor Lawrence Range is the
We thank God for them. Also, Youth Pastor, and Sis. Gwenthank you and hats off to the ■ dolyn Rollins is the Youth MisHospitality Committee for sionaty. Come hear the Youth
their special services they Choir sing Zion songs unto a
showed to all.
mi£hty and holy God!

Sunday School begins at
9:30am with Sis.. Gloristene
Daniels, Superintendent, in
charge. Please come and hear
what the Spirit is saying to you.
Our prayers are with the
bereaved and the sick and
shut-ins. It’s time again for
Vacation Bible School. Please
call 323-9171 for more infor
mation.
ZZle -Ho
’ij. is gra
oid.
cious.
unto ahh thoie
io
fh A£
seeh cbfim.
who UJlLL

Saint Mark
9:45am

-

11:00am

• Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

Frank Peterman, Jr.
Sydnee P., Frank W. HI, and
Jordan A. Peterman. He graduated from Morehouse College
with a B. A in English in 1985,
He is currently enrolled in the
Dallas Theological Seminaiy’s
M.A. in Biblical Studies program.
Representative Peterman
is a member of Bethel Com
munity Baptist Church, where
he serves as associate minister

from 1995 to present, Sunday
School Teacher, Pastoral Relations Committee Chair, Social
Action Chair.
Some of his affiliations
include: Pinellas County Urban League, Community
Alliance, YWCA Board,
Blacks Against Drugs, Enterprise Zone Development
Agency, vice chairman 19972000, Mahaffey Theater Foun-

All Nations Church of God By Farth
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School...........................
'.9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........................................................ 11a.m.
Night Worship............................................................... 7p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class................. ........... 8 p.m;
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.................................
8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service...............
8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath SchooI...................... .'.... 11 a.fh.
A
Rev. Johnnie Lee williams, Pastor ;

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday-Church School,
• Sunday-worship Service,

6:00pm- 7:oopm

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711•(813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Spiritual Counseling

Except God build the
‘ house they labor iti '
vain ihat build if'

dation Board, Enoch Davis ,
Advisory Board and Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity Inc.
If you are sick and unable
to attend the worship services
at Bethel tune your radio to
WIMP AM 1150 each Sunday morning at 10:40 for the
outreach service of Bethel. For
prayer or other information
contact the church at (727)
822-2089.
Weekly Calendar
Mon.,
Boy
Scouts,
6:30pm; Official Board, 7pm.
Tues., Bible Study, 7pm.
Wed., Noon day Bible
Study.
Thurs., Youth Church,
6pm.

7:00pm- Until

• Thursday-Tutoring for K thru 5th,

GOD

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727)896-5228

GRACE

• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen word"

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday ofthe month

9:00am- 10:00am

2232 62nd Avenue South

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(727) 867-2400

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 -18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday SchooI 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.

Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

\

SERVICE

Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30 ,
Morning worship 10:30
Evening worship 6:30

Join us as we lift up the name of Jesus

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • St Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open poor"

Ps. 127:1

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
12:00 noon - 1:00tp.m.

CENTER

wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Sunset

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center |

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

St. John

Mippionary Baptist Chinch

1500 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516

Travelers ResT

Church Phone: 44*3-1945

Missionary BapTist ChUrch

Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Fleming Tiirve^ PanLot
Sunday Services
Sunday Service ...................................................................
.8:00 a.m.
Sunday School ........................................... ..
.............. ..
.$:30 a.m,
Morning Worship ........................... .......................... ............. ..
,11:00 a.m,
Baptist Trainixty Union .....................I. ... .5:00 p.m.
WeeJdy Services
BiUe Class Monday, 7:00 P.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service ... .10:45'a.m.
Sunday School . .............. .. .............. .9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday). .7:00 p,m.
Rev. Donald
F. Browne

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

-.1

Sunday Services:
Church School................................................................. .. 9amj
Praise & Worship Services . . ..................................... 10:30am|
Tuesday Services:
’
., . ..
Prayer Service........................... .......................... ..
6:30pm Dr- A‘v'" ™oore'
Bible Study....................... ....................................... 7pm
Pastor

6:30pm-7:30pm

• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:o0pm

Pastor Joseph Gordon and youth workers on Tuesday,
the Pleasant Grove Church July 3rd at 7pm in the fellowfamily invite you to worship ship hall. Parents please
with them on Sunday, July 8th. encourage your child/children
Choir No. Two will render to take an active part. Contact
song service and Usher Board persons are; Sisters Sarah
No. Two will serve in the 7am Anderson, Yolando McCloud
early morning worship ser- and Julia Watkins.
Vacation Bible School will
vice. Sunday school begins at
9:30am with Superintendent be held July 9th - 13th at 6pm
Deacon Philip Carter presid nightly. Theme: “Jesus to the
ing. Mid-moming worship Rescue”. Come help us make
begins at l0:50am Choir No. a difference in this session
Deacon Philip Carter,
Two and the Angelic Choir
will render song service and General Superintendent and
Usher Board No. Two will Sister Ruth D. Johnson, Coor
dinator.
serve.
We are pleased to have had
The Bible Drill Team will
rehearse on Friday, July 6th at the Isom and Sherrod’s Family
6:30pm. Deacon Jim Ander- Reunion worshipping with us
son, Commander.
on last Sunday.
Thought for the week:
The Youth meeting will be
held Saturday, July 7th at “For we are labourers together
9:30am at Lake Vista Park. All , with God: Ye are God’s hus
parents and youth who will be bandry, ye are God’s buildtaking a part in the youth ing.” 1 Corinthians 3:9
pageant, please meet with the

answers
prayer!

• Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,

1

Pleasant GroVe
MB Church-------

Bethel AME Church

Emmanuel Christian

"Soaring Higher in
ChriSt Jesus”

News

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School..................................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................................................ 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ........................................................................ 7:15 p.m.
Evening Worship (lst & 3rd Sunday)............. 6:00 p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School ......................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ......11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.
STEWART-ISOM MEMORIAL CHRISTIAN METHODIST

EPISCOPAL Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

(813) 327-0593

Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

a.m.

Greater 81. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Bible Study: Wednesday 7:0,0 p.ni.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday School............
.............. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worehip .......... .......... ,11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
TueSday Night
GeneraI Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

v

We welcome you at all times.

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church
505 - 35th Street s.

•

St. PetersbUrg, FL • 327-3186

Morning Worship .....

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.

Worship ServiCe: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.

Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

. . . . . . ................... 7:45 a.m.

SUnday School................... .....................
.9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship . ... .................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . ................................ 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ................. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible StUdy/Prayer Service.......... Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join os at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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Breakthrough Christian Center Feature Film To HaVe Premier At
Without Walls International Church
TAMPA - Messenger ball player A.C. Green.
Films has recently completed
Messenger Films is a notinitial editing of a new feature for-profit Christian film profilm set in South Africa entitled duction company founded in
Final Solution. This English1988, and headquartered in
language film is the true story Virginia Beach, Virginia since
of converted White suprema1991. Cristobal Krusen, presicist, Gerrit Wolfaardt, who at dent of Messenger Films, is a
one time plotted the genocide native of Tampa, FL with
of all Black South Africans. degrees in filmmaking from
The message of forgiveness New York University and the
and reconciliation figures Art Center College of Design
prominently in the story.
in Pasadena, California.
Until recently, Latin AmerThe top acting talent of
South Africa is featured in this ica has been the primary setgripping drama, including ting for Messenger Films' pro
Vusi Kunene (Cry, the Beloved ductions. These Spanish-lanCountry), John Kani (Ghost guage films have been dubbed
and the Darkness), Marius into multiple languages and
Weyers (The Power of One), seen around the world by miland Reghardt van den Beighe lions of people resulting in
(Mandela). Also featured in hundreds of thousands of salthe film is American actor vation decisions. OrganizaBiuce Marchiano, known for tions such as Campus Crusade
his groundbreaking perfor- for Christ, the Christian Broadmance as Jesus in the Gospel casting Network, Youth with a
Mission, and missionaries
ofMatthew.
Final Solution is written from all major denominations
and directed by Cristobal have used Messenger Films
Krusen, produced by Gary productions in their evangelisWheeler, and executive pro- tic outreach.
duced by professional basketMessenger Films plans for

Thank you! Thank you!
Thank you! We appreciate the
wonderful attendance of the
“Youth Explosion” with
Prophet Juan Bellard of LA.
Over 11 churches were represented in the Revival. Lives
were changed, deliverance
took place. Prophet Bellard
will be back for our Camp
meeting in October.

FIRST BAPTIST INSTITUTIONAL

Join us in Friday nights’ The Weekly Challenger.
“Jubilee Service” at 7:30pm.
See you at Breakthrough,
Check out our ad for radio 1940 49th Street South, St.
schedule. Visit our website: Pete. Call us at (727) 321www.Breakthroughcc.com or 4986; Fax us at (727) 321email us: pastor@break- 3937.
throughcc.com or norma@Come as you are - no dress
breakthroughcc.com.
code! Dress casual-it’s hot!!
We have some exciting
events coming up - so check
the website and keep reading

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

Phone: 323-7518

Rev. WAYNE G. Thompson, PAstor

Sunday School. - 9:30 a.m.
MORNING W0RSH1P - 11:OO A.M.
COME WORSHIP WITH

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH
'‘TV&e'ze

Wednesday Youth ,
........5-.30 p m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
Schoo! Study........... ,7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsat....1W0 a.m.

The Church Where Christ is The HEAD

Moore's Chai
r1
AME Churcl

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741

321-3545

Bishop Ronaid fyfoten, Pastor

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship............................ 8:00a.m.
Sunday School.... . ..............
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship....................... 11:00 a.m.

Emmanuel ChriStian
FellowShip Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor

South * St. Petei.huxg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8660

9:00 AM............................................................................................................. Prayer Time

9=30 AM.................................... „................. ............................................ Sunday School
11:00 AM........................................................................................ .............. „ . .Worship

12:30 PM../................................................. '.................. After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing preaching of the Gospel

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

and a Christian communifyfor everyone

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 SeVenth AVenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
ReV. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship....... .:................ ....................... ........ 8:00am.
Sunday School................................ ............................... 9:30 am.
Mid-Morning Worship................. .............................. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.........................7:00 p.m.

like to extend to you a personal invitation to worship with us during

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 527-2391.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

our scheduled times:
Sunday Solioo1

M oruing Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting

Tuesday

Intercessory Prayer & Bible Class

Wednesday,

323-1290;

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. PeterSburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry................................................................................................ Deacon Edwanl Nesbitt
Finance Ministry . ......................................a. ........................................................... James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry............. , . . .. . . ....'...........................................Joyce Robinson
Clerk Ministry................................................................................................................... Wyvorinia McGee

Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Pastor •

^lljtlafrelphia Comnutmiu Cljurch
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

7:30 P.M.

New Faith
Free MethOdist Church
824-2814,

„•

9:30 A.M.

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

CEurck

SundaY Morning Services

Prayer & New, comers class

Sunday School ..

6:30 p.m.

Daily Prayer (M-F)

22ni Avenue

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving OoWard

Bible Study (Monday)

(Wednesday)

First. Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist ChurCh
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services
8:00 a.m. ................. .. .Morning Service
9:45 a.m......................... .. .Sunday School
11:00 a.m. .........Worship Service
5:00 p.m................... .. ........................ B.T.U.

Communion is obsenzed quarterly
the first Sunday after eVery 5th Sunday.

Phone:

Morning Worship

To Start
Fresh Neu) Morning
Service
Steivart-Isom Memorial
327-0593

Bishop Ronald Mote n an <1 the Wings ol Faith Church Family would

2427

Sunday School

WANTED
Gospel Musicians

Trinity PresbyteriAN Church
2830 -

SedtA
337/2

(727) X2Z-S444

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor
3rd century

id

2/37 'Petenodceiy,

guests. Without walls Intemational Church held two such
screenings on Saturday, June
23rd at 7pm. For more information, please contact Without
Walls International Church at
(813) 879-4673 ext. 870.

"The LittLe Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

2051 - 9th AVenue South, St. PeterSburg, FL 33712
ReV. F.G. JackSon, Pastor
> ” ■ ' , (813)822-2455
phurch School.......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship...,-)!:00 a.rn.
B.T.U............................. 5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship..... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
, f
Bible Class....... .......7:30 p.m.

Church

3144 THIRD AvE:nue SouTh
St. Petersburg, FL

an international theatrical distribution of Final Solution
beginning in South Africa in
October 2001, followed by a
U.S. release in February 2002
(Black History Month).
Out of a budget of $1.5
million dollars, only $200,000
dollars remains to be raised in
order to complete the film,
which is entering the final
phases of post-production.
Messenger Films invites
churches of all denominations
to assist in completing this film
by sponsoring “benefit screenings” of the movie to their
congregations and invited

.........................9:30

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

“AllAre Welcome"* “BringA Friend"

Friendship

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

am

Morning worship-.................................................................. 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study...................................................... wed. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service . ............... wed. 7:00 pm

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321 -4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937
Rev. Curtiss L.' Lang, Pastor

Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthroughcc.com
"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING''

AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCHU

Missionary Baptist

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

<727) 906-3300

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Rhone: 727-822-2089

Pastor John A. Evans, sr.

Pastor John A. Evans

CHURCH SERVICES

Church School .................. ...............9:00 A.M.
New Member Class . . ............... 9:00 A.M.

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sun day School 9:30 AM
S
H

Serving and Saving
Helping and Healing

I

Inspiring and Instructing

P

Praying and Praising

Morning Worship . . ................10:30 A.M.

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.

Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIPPRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
"Power Breakthrough Seryice"
11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 RM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 BM
NURSERYTODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY
RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
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Bay Area Muslims Prepare For
Family Life Healing Retreat-----

Greater Mt. Zion

Mr
..JjjljSg.

Pastor Williams and the

vest Day Festivities. You will

Mt. Zion AME Church family

be hearing more about this

invite you to worship with

activity.

them on Sunday, July 8th for

Please view the Greater

our Early Service at 7:30am

Mt. Zion AME Church adver-

and Midday Worship at Ham.

tisement for a listing of weekly

The Male Chorus will provide

services.

the music for the day. Pastor

Williams will proclaim the

ML

A

/OUTH REVIVAL WILL BE HELD
JULY llth-l3th BEGINNING 7PM
NIGHTLY. MINISTER CARLOS SE
NIOR, ASSOCIATE MINISTER OF THE
PLEASANT GROVE MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH IN ST. PETERS
BURG, WILL BE THE EVANGELIST.
WE INVITE YOU TO COME WITNESS
A GOD SENT YOUNG PREACHER.
MT. TABOR MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
2506 W. GRACE STREET
TAMPA, FLORIDA
REV. THOMAS D. LEONARD, PASTOR

Thought for the Week:

“Beloved, let us love one

gospel at both services. Church

another for love is of God, and

School begins at 9:30am.

everyone that loveth is bom of

Get ready for a Summer

God, and knoweth God. He

Revival, Sunday, July 29th to

that loveth and knoweth not

August lst, 7:30pm nightly;

God; for God is love.” (I John

Rev. Henry Green, Evangelist.

4:7-8)

PhOne HOme
It’S Me - GOd

Get ready also for the Har

!

ii

ST. PETERSBURG-The

The Retreat is scheduled to

with various areas of expertise

and entertainment as well as a

Muslim American Society,

take place Sunday, July 22nd,

will take place throughout the

variety of giveaways. Pre-reg-

Southwest Monitoring Team,

2001 at Bay Vista Park, 7000

day. These sessions will deliv-

istration is recommended no

bay area Muslim communities

Fourth St. South in SL Peters-

er practical approaches that

later than July 19th, 2001.

and friends are excited about

burg, from 8am until 4pm. The

address relevant issues geared

For more information or to

the

they’ve

public is cordially invited to

to reclaiming the Islamic lega-

register for this retreat, call Dr.

Church family invite you to

received, planning strategies

come out and participate in this

cy through strengthening one’s

Howard Rasheed, (813) 984-

worship with us oh Sunday

If you are seeking a church

set forth and the progress made

day of healing and bonding

faith, family and community.

8205; Aisha Waheed, (813)

during the 8 and 1 lam services

home, we invite you to unite

to date for their upcoming

There will be continental

989-2273; Allene Gammage-

and Church School at 9:30am.

with us. Bethel Metropolitan

Family Life Healing Retreat

one with the other.
Several workshops facili

breakfast served, buffet lunch,

Ahmed, (727) 542-2278; or

The Praise Team, Angelic

offers a kaleidoscope of min-

2001.

tated by leadership trainers

an afternoon of socialization

Sande Smith, (941) 334-2797.

Choir, Youth Choir and No.

istries for all ages and interests.

commitments

a

Pastor Joaquin Marvin and

Transportation is available;

Metropolitan

call the church office (327-

Bethel

Jamal Barnes and Ms. Lynn

Registration fee is nominal,

until 5pm. Breakfast and a

mic Recognition during the

Byrd will again conduct the

and includes a tee-shirt.

nutritious lunch will be served.

1 lam service.

shop are July 5th-8th, 2001.

The schedule for the work-

The concert will take place

shop is: Thursday, July 5th,

on Sunday, July 8th at 5pm.

(NBC) and Prayer Service on

The workshop is open to

6pm; Friday, July 6th, 6pm;

The community is invited to

Wednesday

is, Take It to the House.” Mr.

all youth of the community.

and Saturday, July 7th,, 8am

witness the culmination of the

designed for the spiritual

hard work put in by the youth.

growth of the entire family.

at

7pm

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Qur'anic study - sunday 11:00I,a.m.
Taieem - 12:00 p.m.

lmam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711

- ,
.’CRR_?

"Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Good

The Good samaritan went out of his way to help out
have died. The Good samaritan did this without heed to
what could happen to him. He simply saw a person in
need and he responded.

You can do no less. You cannot fear that being kind
and compassionate will somehow backfire to your detri-

ment. You must be brave and resolute. Remember,

"whatsoever you do to the least of my brethren, you do

You can do no less than this. Even if the conse-

GOD
Loves
You!

quences are not to your liking, you can pray for the person whom you tried to help. This will set you apart from
the cynics and the skeptics. You will be following in the
footsteps of Jesus Christ.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev Manuel L. Sykes
Services
Bro. Robert Smith

ST. MARKMISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Sunday School ................ 8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................ 10 a.m
Prayer Services . ...Wed., 6:30 p.m,
Bible Study....... . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Good Samaritan Baptist FeIIowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

Schedule of Services
Church School.......................... ...................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..................................................... 11a.m.
Baptist Training Union............................................. Sp.m.
Evening worship.................................................. 6:30p.m.

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

the

a stranger in need, were it not for him, the stranger may

Sunday Morning Bible Class................ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.......................... 10:30a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.......................... 7:00p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class....................... 7:00p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

(727) 327 - 8483

remember

are

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

lslamic Services

always

Our midweek Bible Study

theme for this year’s workshop

Masjid Al-Muminin

must

you

Samaritan,

to me," said Jesus.

ment will observe their Acade-

The Youth Choir of Bethel

Annual Music Workshop. The

son could be dangerous. That is always a possibility.

However,

0554) if you have a need.

The Youth Ministry Depart

Community Baptist Church is

workshop. Dates for the work-

It is unfortunate that many people are cynical these

days. They fear helping out a stranger because the per

Two Usher Board will serve.

Bethel Community
gearing up for its Seventh

by Nancy Cooper

Bethel
Metropolitan
the

j

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

Problems

Atm

• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting
Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

Thursday......................................................................7p.jn.

St. Joseph Church

Rev Brian. K. Brown

1135 37th street South, St. Pete, FL

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

/as.

“One week from church makes one weak/9

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Sunday School 10 a.m.

Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.

Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ GospeI Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

'*

MT. PILGRIM MlSSioNARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 - 5th Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. William W. Johnson, Pastor
Sunday School................ ,.............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service.............................................. ............. .. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service......................................... Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study.................................. Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study................................ ,. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
cSainti tjoau.i.sd

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

I
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

PleaAanl (ftove MiAAAwaSuf, fc&ptiAt GbuSich
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning worship.............................................................. 7:00 a.m.

TA ''Jutu.xe

sunday school.......... .................................................

9:30 a.m.

Morning worship.......................................................................... 10:50 a.m.

Baptist Training Union....... . .................................

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
EVening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY
EVangelical Service 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays. Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

The Church Where EVeryone Is Welcome

V

GREATER MT. Zion
AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Clarence williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

HkJ

Rev.

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

("The church with a heart in the heart afthe city")

...4:30p.m.

Communion................................................... ...7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

wednesdays......................................... . .................. ....,...,..,.,....7:30 p.m.

Kev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Churoh
2120 l9th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM...................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES

.................... SUNDAY

9:00 AM.......................................... CHURCH SCHOOL.................................... SUNDAY
5:00 P.M................................. FELLOWSHIP & DINNER............... .. .. .TUESDAY
7:00 PM.......................................... BIBLE

STUDY...................................... TUESDAY

6:00 PM.......................................... PRAYER SERVICES

.............................. TUESDAY

7:30 PM............................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL.................. THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find

“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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LakeView Optimist Cluh 20002001 Accomplishments ------ ----
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Friendship M.B.
Church —---------The Friendship Mission-

findeth me findeth life, and

ary Baptist Church family,

shall obtain favor ofthe Lord.”

under the leadership of Pastor

Proverbs 8:34-35)

Weekly Schedule:

you a warm invitation to join

Thursday. July 12th, 7-

us in our Sunday woiship ser

8:45pm, Prayer/Praise Ser-

vices, Sunday, July 8th, and to

vices and Bible Study; also,

all church related activities and

7:45pm. Youth Enrichment
Hour, as we continue to learn
the 'Parables of Jesus”. The

Closed Door (Luke 13:22-30).

the devotion. The Male Cho-

We are enlightened by the

rus will sing songs of praise,

indepth teaching that shows us

the No. Two Ushers will serve

how important it is to strive to

and Pastor Evans will preach

enter in at the strait gate.

forget the Church School Pic-

9:30am with Superintendent

nic this year. It will be held on

Deacon Percy Miller presid-

the church grounds.

( A second service is held at
10:45am opening with the

Vacation Bible School begins
each day from 6-8pm.

Minister of Music, Brother
John Frazier and Praise Team.

ing a successful partnership

with Lakewood Elementary

the names of all students with

perfect attendance within the

school's grading period would
be placed in a hat. Toward the
end. one girl’s name would be

pulled out from the hat, along

with a boy. and they would be

Wednesday, July
12noon,

18th,
Bible

Noonday

Study; also, each wednesday

“Blessed is the man that

from 12noon to 2pm, Bread of

heareth me, watching daily at
my gates, waiting at thepost of

Life Ministry serving lunch to

all needy in the community.

my doors. For whoso ever

boy bikes have already been

NEW YORK - HBO

City’s Camacho is seeking to

Sports presents a late-night

make his mark in the ring,

doubleheader of world-class

while San Antonio, Tex.,

prizefighting under the sum-

native Leija, who has fought

mer sky when HBO Boxing

some of boxing’s toughest

After Dark: Hector Camacho,

warriors, is looking to reassert

Jr. vs. Jesse James Leija and

his presence at 140 pounds.

Kirk Johnson vs. Larry Donald

7th

In the evening’s opening

match,

undefeated

rising

(11:00pm ET/PT), from the

heavyweight prospect Kirk

brand-new KeySpan Park in

Johnson (31-0-1, 23 KOs), of

Coney Island, NY. ■

North Preston, Canada, con-

The HBO Sports broad-

Lakeview Optimist was
formed in 1996 and is a volun-

tary organization of civicbanded together for progressive thought and action in
They

cast team of Jim Lampley,

fronts veteran Larry Donald
(38-1-2,23 KOs) of Cincinnati

Larry Merchant and Emanuel

in a l2-round elimination

Steward will be ringside for

showdown that will help sort

the doubleheader, which will

out the top challengers in the

be closed-captioned for the

division.

hearing-impaired and present-

notice of his talents when he

ed in Spanish language on

decisively knocked out Oleg

Johnson

served

carry the motto “Friend of

way was elected a second

“perfect attendance” bikes.
They also sponsored a Pizza

party at the Enoch Davis Center on May 29th. This year was
their first fundraiser, and it
turned out to be a real success.

commercials, TV shows and

that rap is mostly African

films. I’m really looking for

American thugs always rap

ward to it.

ping about dings, violence,

ST. PETERSBURG -

The event was chaired by

I’m out!

be announced for each item on
the auction day.

Cathie Parrott, and Carolyn

The St. Petersburg Police Department will auction off more
than 20 vehicles, a boat, bicy
cles and audio components

wharrie). The Optimist Club

outside Police Headquarters,

be accepted and complete pay

had their 2nd fundraiser that

1300 First Ave. N., on Satur-

ment is due at the auction.

Mary Baker and her team
(Mary Byrd, Margaret Green,

For items selling for less
than $500, cash or local checks
with proper identification will

was held on June lst, and

Future” on March 31, 2001.

lst Place, Delan Grace - 2nd

They also provided flash

sponsored by the Breakfast

The winners were: Kente

Place, Cassie Cook - 3rd Place.

cards in each classroom to

The unclaimed bicycles

Optimist Club. The result of

Jaminson, lst Place, Quentin

There was a poster contest

enhance math skills and per-

will be auctioned first, starting

$500, a minimum deposit of

the breakfast was somewhat

Hines - 2nd Place, Horatio

held on March 27, 2001 with

formance on the FCAT exam.

at 8am, with registration at

$250 will be required and may

day, July 7th.

For vehicles and larger
items selling for more than

profitable' because the day

Pleas - 3rd Place. They

the theme “Mission 2001

Their goal is to sponsor a Math

7:30am. Bicycles will be sold

be made in the form of cash, a

Rimed out to be rainy and wet.

attempted another essay con-

Stamp Out Drugs”. The win-

Bee in the Spring 2002. Last

in AS IS condition, with no

cashier's check, money order

Also, an essay contest was

test that turned out to be very

ners were: Diang Dang - lst

but not least they made a mon-

pre-inspection prior to sale.

or personal check with proper

a very good accomplishment

good. The theme was “Are We

Place, Amber Bradley - 2nd

etary contribution to the Enoch

identification. Final payments

that the Club attempted. The

Losing Freedom”. The win-

Place, Tameka Hardaway - 3rd

Davis Center to support their

Cash, money orders, cashier's
checks or local area checks

theme was “We Are The

ners were: Andrew Hendry -

Place.

participation in the Walk for

with proper identification will

check or money order.

Cancer campaign.

be accepted for bicycles.

Officers Elected
To The Resource
Center For
Women---------------

are:

President, Marilyn E.

?r, Jean Halvorsen,
mayor, City of Largo.

dent, Janice Hill, medical ser-

Revlon — T.C.B. - Bantu

FLORIDA

LOTTO

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
8-10-21
33-42-47

In the second phase, for-

PleaseSupport
Our Paper By
SupportingOur
Advertisers ~ \
|
Thank You. c

must be in cash, cashier's

The forfeiture auction is

held semi-annually to dispose

feiture property (items ob

of vehicles and property seized

tained during felony arrest,

during felony arrest cases and

cases) will be available for pre

proceeds are distributed to

viewing at lOam with the auc-

local

tion to begin about one hour

through a grant application

later. The forfeiture auction

process.

community

groups

items include a 1989 Mer-

There will be NO rain

cedes, a 1994 Jeep Cherokee, a

date. For more information,

1995 Subaru Impreza, a 21-

contact the St. Petersburg

foot Bayliner boat and a

Police Property and Evidence

Mackie D8B 72 channel.digi

Section at 893-7560 or the

tal mixer. Aminimum bid may.

Legal Division at 893-7292.
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1

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

1

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

myA

HAVE you been hoodooed?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you

1
1
1
1

^

overcome your problems no matter how big or small. ■

1

She will tell you just what you want, to know about friends, ene-

1

^3—mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

■fe

hen

false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence

the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell'you of lucky

CA$H 3
765 008 459
327
467 882 513

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry

>6<A 6-8 3-5 1-4
5-7 8-4 2-3

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

ir

■iEa'til

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, Success and evil influences of

1
1
1

i
1
1
1
1

i
i
I
1
/erable
was having bad luck, mis1
and it seemed like
1
J
1
everything was against
Don't fail to call or write to her today,
1
1
me.just a few visits to Rev.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope
Mother Superior Williams
i
!
and now rm doing fine with
ReV. MOther SupenOr Williams
1
good home and good man
or,, z x\t tt
r- E
ct ooznn
! awho
loves me.
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
1
- Hillary Williams
(813) 874-5581
!
0 (5faiaf5j@jajsjaiaiai3j3jajsisjajal3isial5JSJ5Jsi5i3iai3iSISIaisiaJsisfaisi3I3JSISIEJSisisISI3J5jaiaiaisi5jajBfaisisj 0
1

au kinds. Tells who your friends and enemieS are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

4-

'V

urge to write me, go on ahead.

Police To Auction
Vehicles And
Bicycles---------------

34th St. So.) in purchasing the

Design Essentials — Menders

1-95 North Exit 128

any of you have the sudden

the school year starts, I’ll, be

nership with Kmart (3951 -

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

Row B Booth 23-27

receiving your letter soon. If

also established an equal part-

<•

Pager 876-3145

nuising home for about two

weeks.

that, write me.

Hafling, attorney; Vice-Presi-

Jacksonville. FL

Thank you Justin, and I
will be sure to look foiward to

ball and football, so that when

The Optimist Club have

Crystal; director, Marc Payton.

The Market Place

In the beginning of my

summer, I volunteered at a

several goals.

5-2, 17 KOs) collide in a 10-

Saturday & Sunday Only

Justin Hines

sex, money and women? If

of the Suncoast; and, Treasur-

(904)696-7690

Sincerely.

so far.

you have any droughts about

tors, for the 2001-2002 term,

Repairs while you wait ■

and I will be sure to do itagain.

on how my summer is going

to enter into a camp for basket-

Rick Bernstein; producer, Jon

Master Jeweler

say to you. I want to write you

comradery, they have reached

veteran Jesse James Leija (42-

Charlie Akins

don’t understand. Anyway. I
have enjoyed writing to you

Hopefully, I would be able

administrator, Urban League

by

I have wanted to write to
you, but I didn't know what to

her leadership and the club

and Hernando Board of Direc-

Redesign your old gold and jewelry’
Custom Jewelry

Most of my friends say

that’s crazy and all, but they

try. Why do most people think

current president, who by the

(32-0, 18 KOs) and rugged

Telephone: 323-8649

summer.

very often in the music indus

tary, Leah Clendening, health

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

practice really hard over the

publish it in my article. Here it

on camera, auditioning for

for Women of Pinellas, Pasco,

3427 - 11th Ave nue N orth

when school starts. I should

permission by this person to

ing, my voice abilities, acting

young people each year. Their

The executive producer of
HBO Boxing After Dark is

Hires HaiesTyling

to be successful, in that subject

the letters for you, and I have

tive service projects that reach

Sheriff’s Department; Secre-

Patronizing Our Advertisers

gling in. so I think that for me

ters to me still. I have one of

Also, I have a question for

vices director, Pinellas County

You Can Make A E>itference!U
Help Support OurPaper By

was a. subject that I was strug-

thank you all for sending let

because

you all that seems to come up

LARGO - The Officers
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
CONSOLIDATED ANNUAL ACTION PLAN for FY 2001/02
City of St. Petersburg, Florida
PROPOSED STATEMENT OF HOUSING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
OBJECTIVES AND PROJECTED USE OF FY 2001/02 PROGRAM FUNDS

ADVERTISEMENT
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
RFP #01-014
Jordan Park Youth Educational Program

In accordance with St. Petersburg's Citizen Participation Plan, the purpose of this notice is to provide a summary of the proposed
Consolidated Annual Action Plan for FY 2001/02 with respect to proposed sources and uses of funds and objectives to be achieved;
and to inform all interested parties about opportunities to review and comment on the proposed Plan.
For fiscal year 2001/02 the City anticipates receiving from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the
following resources: $3,050,000 in Community Development Block Grant funds, $1,530,000 in HOME Investment Partnership funds,
and $104,000 in Emergency Shelter Grant funds. In addition, the City expects to receive an estimated $1,994,663 in State Housing
Initiatives Partnership funds, and intends to allocate $300,000 of its own Housing Capital Project fund balance. It is also estimated that
$1,162,337 in program income, another $205,000 in reprogrammable prior year funds, and $364,500 in preaward funding for FY
2002/2003 will be available to address housing and community development needs identified in the Plan and to achieve the following
objectives:
• To upgrade the existing housing stock by encouraging the rehabilitation of substandard owner-occupied homes and rental apart
ments, and the development of new homes and apartments to meet emerging demand.
• To assist in providing home ownership opportunities for eligible home buyers through direct down payment assistance, interest sub
sidies or loan guarantees to leverage affordable first mortgages.
• To eliminate blight and assist in meeting the housing needs of eligible home buyers and renters by encouraging for- and non-profit
. hoysing developers to acquire and renovate or reconstruct existing vacant and boarded homes, or develop new homes on vacant sites
in the Working to Improye our Neighborhood (W.I.N.) and Midtown Economic Development target areas.
• To improve the quality of life for all residents by providing improved services and facilities, including public improvements in the
W.I.N., and Midtown Economic Development neighborhoods.
• To encourage the provision of supportive housing and services for the homeless and others with special needs, and assist in expand
ing social/public services in the community.
• To support the creation of employment opportunities for low- and moderate-income persons; and encourage the renovation of dete
riorated commercial and industrial areas.
• To affirmatively further fair housing and address impediments to fair housing choice.

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), St. Petersburg,
Florida, is requesting proposals from qualified, responsible firms
interested in developing a youth program to improve educational opportunities for the youth at SPHA's Jordan Park housing
development in accordance with the requirements of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

To achieve these objectives, the following projects are proposed to be funded from the above resources, including program income
and reallocated funds. All of the CDBG projects budgeted will benefit low- to moderate-income persons.

HOUSING ACTIVITIES
• Housing Rehabilitation Direct Loans........... .. ...................................................................... .. ................................................................. $ 1,098,084
Provide rehabilitation loans to very low-, low-, moderate- and middle-intome homeowners to correct code violations, mitigate leadbased paint or mobility barriers, and make emergency repairs or general property improvements, or landscaping improvements in tar
get areas. This project is expected to assist 127 low- and moderate-income homeowners.
• Home Buyer Assistance ........................ .. ....................... .. ......................................................... ............................... .. ....................................... $430,504
Provide interest-free second mortgages, interest subsidies or loan guarantees to assist eligible home buyers to purchase renovated or
new homes, or to acquire and rehabilitate existing vacant homes. This project is expected to assist an estimated 83 low- to moderateincome home buyers city-wide earning up to 120%, adjusted for family size, in the W.I.N. and Midtown Economic Development tar
get areas.
• Housing Recycling ..................... .......... .. .. ...................................................................... .. ............................... .. .........................................
$407,829
Provide affordable direct loans or loan guarantees to for-profit and nonprofit affordable housing developers to buy and rehabilitate or
reconstruct vacant and boarded properties, or acquire vacant sites and build new infill homes for subsequent sale to eligible households.
This project is expected to result in the recycling of at least 12 properties for eligible home buyers, primarily in the City's W.I.N. and
Midtown Economic Development target areas.
• Community Housing Development organizations Projects ........................ .................................................... .. ............................... $582,375
Provide mandated funding to enable the City's organizations - Neighborhood Housing Services of St. Petersburg, Mt. Zion Human
Services Project Genesis, Pinellas Affordable Living, Inc. and Homes For Independence, Inc. to recycle or develop at least 19 affordable housing units for low- and moderate-income home buyers and/or tenants.
• Neighborhood Housing Services Rehabilitation Loans ... .................... ....................................... .................................................... ..
$92,000
Provide direct rehabilitation loans to three; homeowners residing in the Neighborhood Housing Services target area and earning less
than 80% of median income. Funding is divided between CDBG and H0ME at $32,000 and $60,000 respectively.
• Affordable Multi-family Projects ........... .................................... ............................ .. .. .. ................................................................................. $672,325
Assist in the development and/or renovation of 100 units of affordable housing for low- and moderate-income renters.
• Housing Replacement Projects............................. .................. ............................ ......................................................................... ..
$468,000
Provide loans to 12 elderly (age 60 and above) and/or disabled home owners to replace their current housing when the cost of full reha
bilitation exceeds the anticipated cost to demolish and replace the housing unit. Housing replacement can be accomplished by either
moving and restoring a home from another site or new construction.
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
• 22nd Street South Main Street ... .. .. ............................................ .. ............................ ............................... ........................... .. .................... $50,000
continue to develop arid implement a Main Street Program for the 22nd Street South commercial district, using the State of Florida
Main Street Program guidelines. The project is expected to primarily benefit a low- and moderate-income target area.
• Grand Central Main Street ........................ .. .. .. ............... .......... .. .. ................................................................................................. .................. $50,000
Continue to develop and implement a Main Street Program for the Grand Central commercial district, using the State of Florida Main
Street Program guidelines. The project is expected to primarily benefit the Neighborhood Revitalization Strategy Area.
• Business Development Center ................ .. ............... ................................................. ....................................................................................... $100,000
Provide operating support for the center, which will primarily serve the Midtown Economic Development area. The center will assist
new and developing small businesses and will assist community-based non-profit entities with technical assistance and capacity build
ing.
• Tampa Bay Black Business Investment Corporation Loans........................ .. .........................................................................
$100,000
Provide loan funds for up to eight micro-enterprises, which are businesses with five or fewer employees, one of which is the owner of
the business, or to small businesses which will create jobs for low- and moderate-income persons.
• Micro Business USA ........................... ......................................... ...................................................................................................... .................... $80,000
Provide administrative funding for a Peer-to-Peer micro-loan program under which small support groups are provided technical and
I financial assistance and training to learn how to operate a small business. This project will assist up to 80 low- and moderate-income
persons and leverage a private loan source.
• Purchase of Manhattan Casino .’................................................... ................................................. ....................... .................. ..
• • $300,000
Purchase the property at 642 22nd Street South as part of the Dome Industrial Park pilot project, which is consolidating property for
redevelopment and the creation of jobs for low- and moderate-income persons.
• Commercial Financing Program ................................ .. ...................................................................... .. .. ....................................... ............... $500,000
Provide funding for a commercial loan program to leverage private lending sources in assisting businesses that: a) create jobs for lowand moderate-income persons; b) benefit a target area which is primarily composed of low- and moderate-income households; or c)
are a micro-enterprise.

PUBLIC SERVICES
• Homeless voice Mail................... .. .. .................................... ........................................................................................................ ..
$35,000
Provide operating funds to continue a voice mail system for low- and moderate-income and homeless persons. This project is antici
pated to serve.470 persons during the fiscal year and will provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.
• Stars Job Readiness Training ....'.................... .. .................. — .. ............................... ...............................................................................$150,000
Provide job readiness training program through the Pinellas county Economic Development Department for persons who have had
trouble in finding or maintaining employment. This project is expected to benefit 50 low- and moderate-income persons.

program SUPPORT ACTIVITIES
• Human Relations Department ..................................................... ...............................................................’............ .. .. ............................... .. • $52,000
Provide administrative funding for a Fair Housing compliance officer.
• Fair Housing Testing ...................................................................................... •. .. •................................. • ••.................................... ............. ..$30,000
Provide funding for the Human Relations Department to contract with the Fair Housing continuum, lnc. and Housing opportunities
Project for Excellence, Inc, (H.O.P.E.), to enable the office of Human Rights to conduct fair housing audits, and testing.
• CHDO operations ........................... ................ . —.................................................. ............................................ .................. *:.................... $76,500
Provide operating support for the city's community Housing Development organizations.
• Program Delivery costs........... .. .. .. .. .. ............... .. ............................................ .. ............................................ .. ............................................ .. $545,000
operating expenses to implement the city's housing rehabilitation programs.
• General Administration
........................................ .......................... ............... .. ............................ $917,583
Administrative.and planning expenses for the oversight, administration, and monitoring of the programs.

Funds recaptured and excess program income received will be designated for implementation of the following projects:
• childs Park Swimming Pool ..................................... ................................................. .................................................................... .................$400,000
, Supplement Penny For Pinellas funding for construction of a pool at the Childs Park neighborhood center located at 4301 43rd Street
South.
• Oiilds Park Athletic Field................ .. ............... ...................................................................................................... ..........................................$400,000
construction of athletic fields at the northeast comer of Seventh Avenue South and 46th Street for use by the childs Park neighbor
hood and athletic leagues. CDBG funds will supplement Penny For Pinellas funds and upgrade the fields from practice level to game
level.
W.I.N. Target Area: all or part of census Tracts 201.01,204, 205, 206, 207, 208, 209.95, 210.95, 212.95,213, 214, 216.95, 218.95,
219.95. 220, 229.01, 234, 235, 236 and 237.
Midtown Economic Development Target Area: from Fourth to 34th Street between central and 30th Avenue South.
The proposed program as outlined above totals $9,510,500. No displacement will result from the implementation of these projects.
However, Relocation and Replacement Housing Plans are developed as’required and are available for review at the offices of the St.
Petersburg Housing and community Development (see address below), as are the citizen Participation and consolidated Plans and
Performance Reports.
A thirty day period has been established for the purpose of obtaining comments and suggestions from the general public on the
consolidated Annual Action Plan. A copy of the plan will be available for review at the locations in St. Petersburg listed below:
• city Hall Action center: 175 Fifth Street North
• Housing and community Development Department: 440 Second Avenue North
• Main Library: 3745 Ninth Avenue North
• Azalea Branch: 7801 22nd Avenue North
• Johnson Branch: Enoch Davis center: till 18th Avenue South
• Mirror Lake Branch: ,280 Fifth Street North
• North Branch: 861 70th Avenue North
• South Branch: 1201 county club Way South
• city Hall in the Mall at Tyrone Square Mall: 6901 22nd Avenue North

comments may be submitted in writing to the city's Housing and community Development Department, 440 Second Avenue North,
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701 until August 1, 2001. on August 2, 2001 beginning on or about 9:00 AM city council will hold a pub
lic hearing at city Hall (175 Fifth Street North) to receive comments on the Annual Action Plan. Interested parties are invited to attend.
All comments will be compiled and submitted to the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development with the consolidated
■ Annual Action Plan.

«■

COMMUNICATIONS

RFP #01-014 document packages will be ready for pick-up on
Tuesday, July 3, 2001. A Pre-Proposal conference will be held
at the St. Petersburg Housing Authority's Jordan Park com
munity center located at 2240 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg,
FL, 33713 on Tuesday, July 10, 2001 at 10:00 am EST.
Proposals are due by 10:00 am EST on Tuesday, July 24,
2001.

If you are interested in submitting a proposal, please fax your
request for an RFP package to (727) 552-1443 Monday through
Friday, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may
also pick-up a copy in person at 327 9th Street South, St.
Petersburg, Florida 33705 from Ms. Lori Allen during the same
days and hours.

DATA ENTRY CLERK 1
Person will enter subscriber account data into computer billing system. Must hove
knowledge of order entry function essential. Ability to organize documents either
alphabetically or numerically. Utilizes knowledge al customer account numbers.
Processes monetary and non-monetory batches of source documents into computer
billing system by: Proofing the documents, boloncing the botches, correcting any
discrepancies. Work order closeout and/or entry minimum of 175-200 work orders
per day. A quality percentage of 97% accuracy or better based on transactional
input, hints various reports from the computer billing system and distributes the
reports to appropriate system departments.

Must have HS diploma/equivalent and previous data entry or personal computer
experience.
———— Apply in person, no phone calls please.
1

Clearwater
2530 Drew St
21,4 Drew St.

St. Pete
11S00 9tk St. N
233 31st St. North

Maderia Beach
14995 GdfMvd.
Suite C

Largo
1176 East Boy
Drive

Pinellas
Pott side MoB
Near Petme/s

Tarpon Sprinas
40120 ILS. 19 H.
Oiynpic Plaza

Drug Free workplace, we are proud to be an E0E Empioyer.

Job Hotline: 797-1818 Ext. 8040

NOTICE
The Pinellas county Housing Authority will accept preliminary
applications for the Section 8 programs by mail or at its central
administration office at The Dean S. Robinson Administration
Building, 11479 Ulmerton Road, Largo, Florida 33778, starting
Monday, July 9, 2001 through Friday, July 13, 2001 and again
Monday, July 16, 2001 through Friday, July 20, 2001 from 9:00
AM - 4:00 PM daily. You may obtain a preliminary application at any of the following locations starting July 9,2001:

Help A Child, Inc.

Safety Harbor Neighborhood Family center
935 Main St., Suite C-4, Safety Harbor, FL
Pinellas county Social Services Dept.
1100 cieveland St., Suite 1500, Clearwater, FL

TYPIST for Social Service agency. Dictaphone experience and

Friends of the Deaf, 7525 83rd St., N., Seminole, FL

data entry. 50 wpm tested. Resume to Help A child, Inc., 8800
49th St. N., Ste. 410, Pinellas Park, FL 33782, fax (727) 544-

5577. EOE

community Service Foundation, 925 Lakeview Rd.,
dearwater, FL

ADVERTISEMENT
INVITATION FOR BID
IFB #01-013
Lead-based Paint Interim controls

one Stop center, Union Academy center
401 E. Martin Luther King Blvd., Tarpon Springs, FL

Dept. of children and Families
1100 cieveland St., 4th Floor, dearwater, FL Boley center - Salt creek Apts., 426 Preston Ave.,
St. Petersburg, FL
veterans Administration (Domiciliary)
10000 Bay Pines Blvd., Bldg. 102, Seminole, FL
Pinellas County Housing Authority, The Dean S. Robinson
Administration Bldg., 11479 Ulmerton Rd., Largo, FL

Palm Lake village, 1515 county Rd. 1, Dunedin, FL

The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), St. Petersburg,
Florida, is requesting bids from qualified, responsible Finns
interested in providing lead-based paint interim control proce
dures, including paint stabilization, window sill enclosure work,
cleaning of units both interior and exterior (porch area), and
proper waste disposal of materials used in these processes, at the
Jordan Park development located at 2240 9th Avenue S. in accor
dance with the requirements of the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban-Development (HUD).

APPLICANTS WILL BE SELECTED BY A LOTTERY SYSTEM.

ATTENTION DISABLED PERSONS
If you are a person with a disability that prevents you from
personally picking up a preliminary application, call 727-4890714 beginning July 2, 2001. Leave your name and address and
we will mail you a preliminary application, as a reasonable
accommodation for persons with disabilities.

NOTE: No pre-applications will be accepted before Monday,
July 9, 2001 at 9:00 AM or after July 20, 2001 at 4:00 PM,
regardless of the date it is postmarked. No photocopied pre
applications will be accepted.
The Pinellas county Housing Authority Is An Equal
Housing Provider

AlteiW AfesCag
PUBLIC FACILITIES AND IMPROVEMENTS
• Jordan Park Infrastructure ... ....... .. ....... .. .. .. .. ............... .. .. .................................... ....................................................... .. .......................... $1,167,000
Fund phase three of the on-site infrastructure of the St. Petersburg Housing Authority's Jordan Park Revitalization Plan, including
streets, utilities, sidewalks, street lights, and landscaping. This project is expected to benefit 236 very low-income families and to lever
age a $27 million HOPE VI grant.
• Daystar ..................................................... .. ............................................ ............... .. .......................................... .................................... • • • • $205,000
Construct an addition to the facility at 226 Sixth Street South which is used to provide food, supplies, financial assistance and work
referrals to low- and moderate-income persons. The center will serve 11,961 households (22,350 persons) during the fiscal year and
will provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.
• Boys and Girls CIub..................... .. .. .. ............... .................... .. ............................... .......................................... ........................... .....................$389,000
Renovate the existing facility at 1011 22nd Street South for continued use as an educational and recreational facility in the Midtown
Economic Development area.
• Family Resources
........................................ .. ....................................... .. .. .....................,.................... .. ............................................ ..
$ 188,300
Renovate the property at 3821 Fifth Avenue North for continued use as an emergency shelter for homeless and runaway youth. Funding
for the expansion will be divided between CDBG and ESG at $89,500 and $98,800 respectively.
• Pinellas village Community Building ................
— ..................... ....... .. .. ............................... .... .. ....................................
$24,000
Provide matching' assistance towards the expansion of the community room at the transitional housing shelter at 8384 Bayou
Boardwalk. Approximately 45% of the residents of this shelter were city residents prior to being accepted into this program. This pro
ject will provide 100% benefit to low- and moderate-income persons.

TIME WARNER

LEGAL NOTICE
Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa on the indicated Bid
Date no later than 1:30 p.m. in the 4th
Floor Conference Room, Tampa
Municipal Office Building, 306 E.
Jackson Street, Tampa, Florida, for
the following projects:
PROJECT:
PW6708;
North
Seminole Youth League Lighting
BID DATE: July 31, 2001 ESTIMATE: $186,000 DEPOSIT: $40
SCOPE: Installation of new ballfield

lights which includes demolition of
existing lighting systems, new service entrance, installation of owner
provided ballfield musco lights.
PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tues
day, July 17, 2001, 2:00 p.m. CONTACT: James E. Jackson, Jr., AIA,
City Architect, 813/274-8773

PROJECT: PW5969; Fire Station
1,4,11,14, Kitchen Improvements
BID DATE: July 31, 2001 ESTI-

MATE: $187,000 DEPOSIT: $40
SCOPE: Demolition of existing
kitchen components, minor wall and
ceiling removal; installation of new
stainless steel countertops, tables,
accessories; wall, ceiling, floor
repair; painting, exhaust hoods, new
appliances, electrical modifications.
PRE-BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday, July 17, 2001, 2:30 p.m. CONTACT: Ed Rice, AIA, 813/274-5677

Pre-Bid Conference(s) are held in the
4th Floor Conference Room. The
plans and specifications for the work
may be examined at, or copies may
be obtained from, the Department of
Public Works, Municipal Office

Building, 4th Floor North, City Hall
Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33602, (phone,
(813) 274-8721) upon the refundable
payment of the indicated deposit for

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your

website
FREE

727 540 9525
wWW.FULLBELLY.COM

If you are interested in submitting a bid, please fax your request
for an IFB package to (727) 552-1443 Monday through Friday,
between the hours of 8:30 a.m, and 3:00 p m. You may also pick
up a copy in person at 327 9th Street South, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33705 from-Ms. Lori Allen during the same days and
hours.

village House Parents Needed! The Salvation Army's children's
village is looking for singles or couples to live in homes provided with
up to six foster children. Salary, benefits, and time off. Requirements
high school graduate; three to five years documented wprk experience
with children, Bachelor's degree a plus. Extensive Screening process.
For information or application, please fax resume or letter of interest, to
Leanne Reed, Salvation Army, 727-550-8077.

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC, SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. EXPERIENCE. COMMIS
SIONED. MUST POSSESS GOOD
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BE
PERSONABLE. COMMISSION ONLY.
PLEASE FAX RESUME TO
(727)321-3025

The Hospice
Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since

1977

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill:
Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES
2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOMS

$480 - $630

e
Kt'it MOUSBK
oPPwnmnT

1035 Burlington Ave. N

893-7324

nTiM

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

-------

---- ----

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

City Of St. Petersburg

Car Jack Alarms

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

AUTO SECURITY

CALL

727-825-514=

each set. Copies of Standard Forms
and Provisions, (a part of the Con
tract Documents, but not reprinted in
the Specifications), are available for
an additional charge of $15 each.
Mailing is available for an additional
charge of $10 per set. Checks should
be made payable to the City of Tam
pa. Documents can also be made
available for review (only) at the City
of Tampa's Community Affairs
Office upon request. Copies of
Women/Minority Business Enter
prise Program and Directory may be
obtained with the Plans and Specifi
cations.

GW

IFB #01-013 document packages will be ready for pick-up on
Tuesday, July 3,2001. A Pre-Bid conference will be held at the
St. Petersburg Housing Authority's Jordan Park community
center located 2240 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL,
33713 on Thursday, July 12,2001 at 10:00 am EST. Bids are
due by 10:00 am EST on Thursday, JuIy 26, 2001.

t=I
WfRtMin

Join

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
our team!! Boley Centers

for
Behavioral Health Care is a large agency reg
ularly seeking counselors, support staff and
others for positions. Call our Job Line at 8228671 for an up-to-date listing of job open
ings. Applications taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L.
King St. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33705.
EOE/DFW

-NSOUND
(727) 323-5959
1427 34th St S.
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Burger King Corporation Sponsors
NNPA Merit Awards----------------------
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Classified Ads...
Sure to get results!
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR NEEDED

Vincent Berkeley, Jr. (far left) Senior Vice
President of worldwide Diversity Resources,
Burger King Corp., congratulates The
Philadelphia Tribune on receiving the Best
Circulation Promotion Award.

Vincent Berkeley, Jr. (second from left) Senior Vice President of worldwide
Diversity Resources, Burger King Corp., enjoys a moment with the winners
of the Best Circulation Promotion Award. First place went to The
Philadelphia Tribune (second from right); Second place to the Baltimore
Afro-American (far left); and third to the Chicago Defender (far right).

Vincent Berkeley, Jr. (far left) Senior Vice President of worldwide Diversity Resources,
Burger King Corp., and Myron Guyton (far right), former NFL player and now Burger King
franchisee, congratulates the winner of the Leon H. washington Best SpeciaI Edition Award,
the Baltimore Afro-American, accepted by Tammy D. Hawley (center).

Black Leaders Ask
Bush Administration
Support For
HIV/AIDS Action
Plan------------------ATLANTA GA - While
simultaneously pledging to
step up their own collaborative
efforts to fight Ce HIV/AIDS
epidemic in African-American
communities, more than 100
Black leaders released a fivepoint action plan detailing the
community’s needs from the
Bush Administration, and the
demand for a declaration of a
National State of Emergency.
The two-day gathering,
called the “Meeting of the Millennium,” was organized by
the National Black Leadership
Commission
on
AIDS
(NBLCA), in partnership with
GlaxoSmithKline, the Congressional Black Caucus,
National Medical Association
and the Surgeon General’s The
Leadership Campaign on
AIDS.
The plan was unveiled
today in a press conference at
the Martin Luther King
Chapel, Morehouse College,
Atlanta, where the first college
chapter of BLCA was
launched.
“Our leadership is not
bankrupt and they are ready to
wage a new war on AIDS on
behalf of their community and
we all owe them a laige debt
of gratitude,” said Debra Fraser-Howze, NBLCA president
and CEO. “This was a bipartisan meeting of African-American Democrats and Republicans, all willing and ready to
work with the Bush Administration in one of the most serious health crises that Black
America has ever faced. We
are dying and our survival is
our first priority. Together, we
can combat this pandemic
through prevention, testing
and treatment”
While the overall infection
rate in this country has
dropped, the infection rate in
Black communities has skyrocketed.

Although Aftican-Americans comprise less than 13 percent of the population, they
represent more than half (54
percent) of the total number of
new HIV infection cases
reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) through the end of last
year.
The CDC estimates that 1
in 50 black men and 1 in 160
black women are infected with
HIV, making blacks 10 times
more likely than whites to be
diagnosed with HIV and 10
times more likely to die of
AIDS.
“This is sub-Saharan data,”
said Dr. Lucille Perez, president-elect of the National
Medical Association. “It’s easier to talk about the sub-Sahara
than Brownsville, Brooklyn,
or our own houses.”
African-Americans repre
senting medicine, religion,
government, education, social
welfare, entertainment/media,
business and philanthropy
contributed to the action plan.
“We must work together to
encourage people at risk to
know their status and prevent
the spread of HIV/AIDS, and
we must tailor and extend
treatment services to people of
every ethnic background and
income level in this country,”
said Nina Grier, manager of
grassroots initiatives for GlaxoSmithKline.
The leaders identified five
key areas in which the Bush
Administration should focus
its efforts:
• Resource Allocation
• Outreach Programs
• Housing
• Health Outcomes
• International Outreach
For more information
please
contact,
Beth
Schlesin£er or Annie Noland,
(312)558-1770.

READ A NEWSPAPER

EVERY DAY!

DirectS activitieS of organization to coordinate func
tions of various community programS. Plans, orga
nizes and develops programS. Manages office and
fiScal affairs. Salary range $29,000-$30,000.
BachelorS degree, knowledge of area and processing
Software application.
Mail reSume by 7/12/01 to:
Campbell Park Neighborhood Association
P.O. Box 1008
St. PeterSburg, FL 33731

Vincent Berkeley, Jr., (left)
shares a moment with Atlanta
Daily world publisher Alexis
Scott.

Men Of Color Support
Groups Forming--------

ST. PETERSBURG Three support groups are
forming at People of Color
AIDS Coalitions, Inc.
Group I - MSM HTV +
Support Group - Tuesdays: A
safe environment to discuss
issues that concern men Cat
are infected with the HIV
virus. This is a place where
people who are living with this
disease can discuss issues that
are germane to them. A place
where you can vent about the
frustration of living with the

virus - in a non-judgmental relate to their existence.
venue. The meeting will be
Group 3 - Men of Color
confidential in nature and the Support Group - Mondays: A
anonymity of participants will safe environment to discuss
be strictly enforced.
issues that concern men who
Group 2 - HIV Negative have sex with men. The issues
Partners of PWA’s Support discussed will delve into variGroup - wednesdays: A safe ous topics that men can discuss
environment to discuss issues with other men in similar situthat concern men that are ations. This group is open to all
affected by the HIV virus. The brothers that want a place to
meeting will be confidential in just be men of coIor and not
nature and the anonymity of feel the need to project a sociparticipants will be strictly etal view of who they should
enforced. This is a good meet- be and how they should act.
ing for care-givers to vent
For more information and
about the pressures of living times for these needed support
with and loving a person that is groups contact Lorenzo
living with the HIV virus. This Robertson with People of
venue gives the care-giver an Color AIDS Coalitions, Inc. at
opportunity to cry, laugh and (727) 822-2437, ext 24.
just relax with others that can

July/August Events
At The FL Aquarium
TAMPA - “Sea Hunt’, now open! It’s the most dramatic, extensive addition yet!
See amazing ocean predators
from all over the world, including a giant Pacific octopus, an
expanded shark collection,
lionfish, cuttlefish and more!
Splash Music Series, - 69pm, Fri., July 27. It’s a Splash
of Hot Jazz, featuring the Tom
Jemmott
Band,
Steve
Matthew’s Duo, and Ladyfingers! Remaining dates of
series include the 4th Fri., of
August & Sept 8/24 - Disco;
9/28-DooWop.
DolphinQuest Eco-Tours,
now available! Enjoy ecotours of the Bay aboard our
brand-new 64’ catamaran!
Tours leave weekdays at 2pm,
weekends at 10:30am, 1 pm, 3
pm, and 5 pm (pending private
bookings - please call to verily
availability - (813) 273-4000).
DolphinQuest tickets and
combo-tickets available at the
Aquarium box office the day
ofthe tour only. Also available
for private charter.
Back-to-School Family
Fun Fest, Saturday, August 18,
9:30am - 5pm. Enjoy a full day
of great family fun with handson activities for kids of all
ages. Presented by MIX 100.7
FM and The Florida Aquari
um.
2001 Membership Share

Program Benefits (to date) Free unlimited admission to
the following attractions all

year long: Brevard Zoo; Jacksonville Zoo; Miami MetroZoo; Central Florida Zoo;
Weeki Wachee Springs,
through Dec. 31, 2001;
Homosassa Wildlife Park
(Sept. 1 - Dec. 15,2001);* &
Palm Beach Zoo through
12/31/01 (*Limit 4 per visit).

Discounts to the following
attractions; Silver Springs receive 50% discount on
admission thru 12/31/01 (limit
6); Buccaneer Bay Waterpark,
plus discounts at the Channelside IMAX Theatre; “Into the
Deep” and ‘Cyberwotid”.
For more information, call
the Membership Hotline;
(813) 273-0123 Mon. - Fri.,
' 9am through 4:30pm.

ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
You’re unsure of how a' loved one is
feeltn£ about you. Now is not the time
to press for answers. By week’s end,
you’re back on an even footing.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
This is a good week to explore that
possible career change. However,

being confrontational. A gentle, meas
ured approach is what will solve the
problem.
SCORP1O
(October
23
to
November 21) You have a tendency
this week to drift off in daydreams.
This doesn’t sit well with co-workers.
Make a monumental effort to concen

keep this to yourself for now. Those trate on what’s at hand.

around you may not be as understanding as you’d like.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20) Try
to avoid taking advantage of someone
j who’s
always
there
for you.
Sometimes, this person needs some
reassurance from you. Be sure you’re
able to pick up on those si£nals.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) It’s
fine to want to help people. However,
don’t push the point. You could go too
far and become a nuisance of a meddler.
LEO (July 23 to August 22) This
isn’t the week to pursue purchasing
that luxury item you’ve had your eye
on. Instead, go over your finances
carefully. Once you have, you’ll know
when the time is right.
VIRGO (August 23 to September
22) A child needs to learn that not
everything can go his way all the time.
Exercise that tough love. Over the
weekend, peace and harmony are
restored.
LIBRA (September 23 to October
22) You’re right to be upset at your
mate’s deception. However, avoid

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
PAPER BY SUPPORTING
OUR HDUERTISERS

SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) It’s a good week to sit
back and let others take the lead. You
don’t always have to set the tone.
Remember, you’re surrounded by
capabIe co-workers.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19) A happy financial surprise comes your way this week.
However, be sure you use this wisely.
Perhaps paying off a debt is better
than reckless spending.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) You’re unhappy when a
loved one disagrees with your opinion. Take an easy-going approach. You
can’t always see eye-to-eye.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) Try to avoid bringing your work
problems home, lf you must discuss
them, be open to what loved ones have
to say. You just could learn something.
CELEBRITY BIRTHDAYS: Tom
Hanks, July 9; David Brinkley, July
10; Sela Ward, July 11; Bill Cosby,
July 12; Patrick Stewart, July 13;
Rosey Grier, July 14; Brian Austin
Green, July 15.

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. PeterSburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

$30.00 - Yearly
Name
Address,

City____

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to: Tl|e ^39eeklu Cl|allenger
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Final Respects/Obituaries
"j!{5

gllr—.

St. Pete
Final Rites

"7o HJhos.£. (3 /love, and HJo ^Ghoi.s.

/love. </\l\te

en bb am yone, beb meyo and iebea.se me,
bJ have so many bhinys bo do and see;

I'm FREE!!!

Gjou musi nob bie youisetf bo me in beais,
JBub be bafufiy bhai weshaied some beautiful yeais.

bJ yave bo you my toue, you can only yuess,
/tow mud. you yaoebo me in hafifiiness;
Don’t grieve for me - for now I’m free.

I

SPENCER, ELLA,
90, died June 20th, 2001.
Survivors include a
granddaughter, Maella
Williams and a grandson,
the
Rev.
Joseph
Crawfort, both of Atlanta. McRae Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg.

r

1

Ocala

Final Rites
L
J

bJ thanh you foi the boue you each have shown,

I’m following the path God laid for me.
I took his hand'when I heard him call,
I turned my back and left it all.
I could not stay another day.
To laugh, to love, to work, or play.
Task left undone must stay that way.
I’ve found peace at the end of the day.
If my parting has left a void,
Then fill'it with remembered Joy.
A friendship shared, a laugh, a kiss, Ah yes
These things I too will miss.
Be not burdened with times of sorrow,
Wish the sunshine for tomorrow.
My life’s been full, I’ve savored much,
Good friends, good times, a loved one’s
\ touch,
Perhaps my time seemed all to brief,
Don’t lengthen it with grief.
Lift up your heart and share with me
God wants me now

He has set me Free!!!!!

CLEMONS.,
TOMMY, 75, died’ June

24, 2001. Survivors
include one daughter,
Dorothy Shaw; one son,
Roosevelt Andrews; 10
grandchildren, 24 greatgrandchildren and a host
of nieces, nephews and
sorrowing
friends.
Cunningham
Home, Ocala.

Funeral

The Lord looks down
from heaven, He sees
all the SOns Of men.
- Psalm 33
»»

Young's
Funeral
l Home

JBub now ii is time <3 briacrzbed abone.
So yiieve foi me awhile, if yiieoe you musi,

When I Must Leave You

Every
Word Of
Ged is
pure:
He is a
shield
unto them
that put
their trust
in Hint.
PrOverbs
5OS5

It’s all taketl care of”
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial bur
den on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

A Full Service Firm

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

bJb is onby foi awhibe bhai we musi fiaib,

So ah

hbhe memoiies in youi heaib.

bJ won b be fai away, foi bife yoes on,
<£o, ify ou need me, aabb me and bJ wibb dome;
bbJhouyh you aannob see oi touch me, bJbt be neai,
c/f-nd ifyou bisien with youi heaib, you wibb heai

cSf-ht my tove aioundyou soft and cbeai.

the Family
That Prays
Together
Stays
Together

cSf-nd then when each ofyou shabb come this, way atone,
bJ bbyieei you with a smile and say, ^Wetaome adhome .

''Joiyet nob the Sold
an ddiu many

The Lord is » mighty ,
fortress in times of trouble.

■9 '

— CUNNINGHAM’S —
j&P

Funeral Home, PA.

“Quality and Service”

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

«

I

ASA

Charles S. Chestnut, Ill, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

1.8 N.W. 8th Avenue......... ..........................

............. (352) 372-2537

P.O. Box 592 ................................(352) 377-6128

Gainesville, FL 32602 ............... ........................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

(Hummers ^Tunerfi! Sfo.<me

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,

Confidence and Understanding"

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental service

351-D566 ;.......

LicenSed Funeral
Directors
732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

.............Lillie T. Shelton, LJF.D.

2238 NW 10th St........................... Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ............................

.Notary Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
C7Z7) 328-0466
I7OO - 49th street south • st. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Robert C. Young
FUneral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

Dhen beb yaiui yiief be oomfoibed by biust;

When I must leave you for a little while
Please do not grieve and shed wild tears
And hug your sorrow to you through the years.
But start out bravely with a gallant smile;
Andfor my sake and in my name
Live on and do all things the same.
Feed not your loneliness on empty days
Butfill each waking hour in use/uI ways,
Reach out your hand in comfort and in cheer
And I in turn will comfort you and hold you near,
And never, never be afraid to die,
For I am waiting for you in the sky!
- Helen Steiner Rice

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

442-2388

Edna L. Matt

Prince Matt, Jr.

"service is the Soul’s Highest Calling"

DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987
''Taking Time To Serve Others"

Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwavne E. Matt.

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.

• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705

